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The "Nixon affair" is nothing short of a 
full-scale leadership crisis inside the 
ruling class. That is why it is shaking the 
society to its foundations. As the facade 

bourgeois politics!, is broken open, 
workers can get a clearer view of what 
Nixon and the entire ruling class has In 
store for the proletariat. 

Like all political crises, this one reflects more fundamental social and economic 
conv1\jsions below. It also exposes and temporarily unbalances the plans of the entire 
capit~ist class: to build a stronger state machine than ever to more effectively 
cOllJl!at resistance to U.S. imperialism's program at home and abroad. 
._.The ke.y;tlisk for~ revolutionaries is sharply posed. We must seize upon this 
precious opportunity to show the rest of the working class that its own future is at 
stake, thatneither Nixon nor his capitalist opponents can be allowed any longer to 
rule this society, and that the only road open for the working class is to intervene 
in the political crisis in its' own mime, in its own interests, relying on its own 
strength, and to take all the reins of political and economic power into its own hands 
through awo"rs' government. 

STABn~ITY GONE 

During the 19608, world capitalism's 
post-World War n stability began to 
break down. The political impact of this 
process was terrific even then. 

Within the United States it gave 
impulse to the wave of wildcat strikes 
'which swept through the labor move
ment(especiallyJn autokIt spar.ked~the 
rank-and-file revolts aimed at toppling 
long-time union chiefs in steel, elec
tronics, longshore, and maritime. 

The most sensitive barometers of the 
new economic troubles were the middle
class students and the black population 
in general. The civil rights/black liber
ation movement, the anti-war/anti
imperialist movement, and the various 
movements of protest based primarily 
among students-all these grew up out 
of the same fundamental cause: the 
miserable failure of capitalism to deliver 
on its promise of equality, peace, justice, 
and social welfare. 
, Capitalism's economic tremors sent 
shock waves even earlier and more 
powerfully thr-ough Europe. By the 1ate 
1960s and early 1970s, it had produced 
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by Donna Reisman. 

ATLANT1\, GA.-Mayn~rd At first they balked at the 
Ja!!kson is one of the onlyAour idea .of having a black mayor 
black members of Atlanta's and threw their money to a 

-v~ry excJus;ive'~",Commerce whitemoderafe1n the primary; 
Club," the loeal ruling class's' But when the run-off electUm 
private shadow government. , was between JaCkson and Mas

.For the last four years, Jack- sell, they quickly lined up 
son, a Democrat, has been., behind Jackson: Democrat Mas
grooming himself to become ~ell had totally disgusted peo
mayor of Atlanta. On·. October ple,.jllIl:ticulady: black workers, 
17, he succeeded. He beat and Jackson seemed just the 
incumben~llyor Sam Massell, man to patch up the cracked 
a raging's'tFikebreaker . .and a image of the Democratic Party. 
sputtering racist. ' Black workers have suf-

Jackson won, in a city that is fered·the most during Atlanta's 
over half black, because he was period of so-called 'iboom." 
able to conviflce people he could They are suffering all the more 
'unify and save' "Atlanta. B~ in these times of decline. 
most of all, he won beca~ lie UnemploYI1:l'tm); among blacks is 
convinced the ruling class that fifty per cent higher than 
he was pl'eaching tbeir kind of " aIri~!!8" whites. Since 1959, the 
unity and salvation. difference betwe~n the median 

Atlanta is the South's com income of Atlanta's whites ·and 
mercial and 'financial center for blacks' has almost. doubled. 
the U.S. bClurgeoisie. Capi- Jackson won much of his 
talists have a heavy investment support among black wQrkers 

-.,m..the-Gity-an4-s~ill~ by promising to .find...th.em.-jobs 
who is to be its political boss. and boost their incomes. His 

real attitude toward workers' 
and their struggles, however, is 
already on record. 
Atla~ta has been torn by 

class conflict during the last 
several years.. Black workers 
have fought a series of militant 
strikes for unionization and 
decent wages,;, In 1970 Massell 
viciously srtfashed·a garbage 
workers' strilCe. This year there 
were long strikes at the Meade 
company andRich's (the main 

Detroit, like Atlanta, elected its first' black I1:layor in the 
November elec!JMws, as Democratic State Senator Coleman Young 
defeated the r~tionary ex-Police Com,missioner John Nichols. 

The Communist Party's newspaper, the Dally World, praised 
Young's election in a front-page story on, November 8th, 
proclaiming that "Young has a long history of struggle, mostly in 
the field of .labor and Black liberation." 

In fact, like Jackson in Atlanta, Young is simply another 
pro-capitalist black political hustler. In supporting them, the 
Communist Party is seeking to lead the black masses and the labor 
movement into the arms of their worst enemies. 

Aile ave.... 

·department store). Jackson 
was Vice-Mayor .during all this. 
He was the co-partner in this 
repression, yet he' ,managed to 
get away. without a scratcli on 

_his image as 'labor's friend.' 
This is just the kind of mayor 
the capitalists want-one who 
can promote "unity" by' tying 
black workers to the Demo
cratic Party with one hand, 
wliiie he crushes their militancy 
with the other. 

Jackson's program for "mak
ing Atlanta a great city." also 
showed him to be ~ital
ists' man. One of his leading 
money-bag supporters is Au, 
gustus Stern, chairman of the 
Trus't Company of Georg~a. 
Stern told a reporter that 
Jackson "will have to be careful 
about pushing too· hard 
satisfy black demands." 

Jackson takes his cues from 
Stern and the other capitalists. 
That after all is Jhe_beart of his 
promise to improve Atlanta's 
capitalist economy. He seeks to 
please the exploiters of Atlanta 
workers better titan Massell 
did. 

Jackson brags' that he can 
strengthen the ties between 
"the business community and 
the city" this, .JAckson p~o, .' 
mises, will keep A\lanta pr~ 

. perous. In other words, toady, 
ing to the capitali:;t class. 

, Referring to the eapitalists, 
Jackson put his lines right out, 
front: 

"We must not kill the goose 
that lai<!.--our golden eggs. 
Instead we want to keep those 
geese fat, happy and laying 
'more golden eggs than ever:" 

What this means for At
lanta's working class is clear. It 
means .continuing and stepping 
up Massell's anti-labor pOlicies. 
It means catering to the whims 
and desires of the upper class 
instead oi to the needs of the 

The Communist Party story 
boasted, for instance, that used in the 'law and order' 
"Young's victory was a smash ~mpaign of Nichols." 
ing d'efeat -of the racism,' . This is crap, Young claims to 
red-baiting, and police terror oppose the operations of De

troit's police terror squad, 
STRESS, ,but says he would 
like a program of police 
entrapment similar to those in 
New York and Chicago-two 
cities especially noted for police 
terror. Young proposes, "We 
must think in terms of 
controlling and containing peo
ple without killing them." 
(Detroit News, October 21st). 
l~at is his r,!lal platform-kflep 

-'th~-'ljd on- for the bosses of 
Detroit! He will stop at nothing 
to serve 'those . bosses. 

-After the 1967 Detroit riots, . 

wo~kers. It~eans ,giving the 
police free reIgn in their attacks 
on the working class. This 
program was brought out into 
the open even. during the 
campaign... 

The Atlanta Police Depart
ment has the highest record of 
murder of any U.S. city. Cops, 
with the blessings of notorious 
Police Chief Inman, killed thir
teen blacks in the first eight 
months of 1973. There is strong 
sentiment among the black 
masses to dump Inman_~nd his 
trigger-happy deco~ squad. 
Jackson, aware of this anger, at 
first said he would fire Inman, 
leaving all else the same. Now 
he's even backed down on this. 
He says he'll keep Inman until 
he "proves he can't do the job." 

to Thirteen murders evidently 

SELLING, THE SEll-OUT 

"rAlB FORD
.. 

The miserable Ford sellout is provoking a mass reaction among 
the Ford workers. Although the UA W International is hesitating 
to reveal the vote tallies, e~ery indication is that the pact has been 
overwhelmingly rejected by the skilled workers in record voting 

' turnouts, while the low turnout amo'ng the production workers 

was more closely split. 


A demonstration of 400 workers at Solidarity House (UAW 

. headquarters) on Wednesday, November 7, and a meeting of 100 

workers on Friday, November 9, which voted to sent a telegram of 
protest to U A W President Leonard Woodcock and to organize for 
another demonstration on Monday, November 19, dramatized the 
issue. Both were jointly organized by the United National Caucus 
and the leadership of Local 228 of the Ford plant at Sterling 
Heights, Michigan. 

The contract rejection move, 
ment has been led by the skilled 

,tradesmen who mobilized 
largely against one particular 
provision. This supplemental 
letter to the contract gives 
management the right to 
replace skilled workers who 
refuse to work overtime with 
part-time workers, production 
wor'kers, or outside contrac' 
tors. 
. Although proposed as 'a way 

to. mai"ntain production, the 
craftsmen correctly see it as a. 
way to force them to work 

Young co-sponsored a reso
'lution stating, "Whereas, dur
ing four years of office, Ray 
Girardin faced some of the most 
<!rucial moments ever exper
ienced by a police commissioner 
during the civil disorders, the 
manner. in which he directed 
lhe department at that time, 
tells the story of this man's 
humanity and great compassion 
for his fellow man." This "friend 
of the people" praised' the then 
retiring Police Comnii,ssjQn!),L.' 
Girardin's bloody suppression 

Cont'd next page' 

prove nothing. Jackson's solu
tion to Atlanta's high crime 
rate if! even better. He says he 
will see that more cops are put 
in black neighborhoods "to 
protect them." 

Jackson wants to start a 
vigorous housing program. For 
whom? Middle class ,whites, of 
course. Jackson says he plans 
to build a lot of "middle and 
upper middle incOIlle housing" 
to stop the rich from fleeing the 
city. This is the meaning of 
Jackson's program for Atlanta. 
Jacks~n's campaign manager, 
as quoted in the October 17 
Atlanta Constitution, naturally 
puts it in prettier phrases: 
"close work with the business 
community, the key to economi 
development," 

overtime and to weaken their 
position generally, On a more 
general level, the high demand 

, for skilled workers and the 
resulting leverage that this 
offers in bargaining for higher 
wages and benefits contrast 
starkly with the peanuts that 
Woodcock and company 
brought home from Ford's. 

Given the low turnout of 
production workers in the 
voting, the overwhelming'''no'' 
vote of the skilled workers may 
be sufficient for a pro-rejection 
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agreement is the promisedand scrape before Ford, hoping 
one-year rt.~ >opener {~lau~a~.by Terry Shephard that their disgusting servility 
Work standards, line speed,would win enough crumbs for

After knuckling under to and the schedulillff, of vacationsthem to appease the workers' 
Chrysler, the UAW leadership is still left to the company, New anger, The result of this 
has chosen to eat crow out of unIon 'representatives forcowardly policy is that Ford 
Henry Ford's hand rath~r than health and safely have beenworkers, like the Chrysler
risk a serioils fight. A deter· added, bu\' t.hey have beenworkers before them, ,got
mined strike WOllid require given llO power to do anything.nothing-a big fat zero! 
mobilizing the, ranks; 'but that Under the new contract, skilled . In the tentative Ford agree
scares Woodcock as much as craftsmen can be replaced by men., "voluntary overtime"
Ford. UA W tops cringe at the production workers or even bymeans a ten· hour day and
thought of mobilizing the ranks outside contractors if theyforced overtime six Saturdays a
and unleashing the pent-up refuse overtime, year. Even these minimal 
anger and frustration that And to top this whole n!ps8 restrictions on overtime can be 
could sweep the whole Wood~ off, the VAW has agreed to a waived at the ,whim of the 
cock gang out onto the street. new "s,treamlined" grievancecompany. In addition, com~ 
Instead, they preferred to bow procedure. Now workers arepulsory overtime still applies 

promised a "prompt solution" of 
will use one trick after another both before and after modelan acceptance_ vote from the their grievances through "oralchangeover. The overtime

prOductiOn workers~HewouIil fo'~try ,to get the production restrictions can also be waived discussion" with their foreman.SeH- Out then bring those parts of the workers to accept the contract. during "critical" periods when Anybody stupiienough to try 
For example, David Mundy, higher production is needed tomajority. If this is so, it will contract most objectionable to this "solution" ,ill find himself 

/rmark the first time in UAW the craftsmen back to the an Uncle Tom International supply other plants. In the sitting on the sidewalk won~ 


history that a national contract bargaining table and allow the stooge and chairman of the context of the parts shortages' dering, what hit him! FOT 


"" proposal has been rejected by rest of the con~ract' to go into c casting center and foundry unit' whi(~h the Big Thrce is crying grievances that can't be han~ 
the rank and file. And it will effect. of Local 600, has blamed the about, this means that Ford dIed at this level, a pilot 
certainly throw a monkey In general, the production small anti·contract vote of the workers in stamping plants and program is planned to facilitate 
wrench into the well~laid plans workers, who are mostly young production workers in his other "critical" plants can, the "prompt resolution of 
of Woodcock and his' manage' and with little or no union particular unit, on "outside forget about voluntary over' grievances to relieve tensions, 
ment buddies to sell the Ford experience, "havecbeen slower agitators." His tactic will be to time altogether. promote understanding and 
workefl; out quietly. Mroodcock to react than the skilled mobilize the more backward The UAW claims that the fm1;her 'industrial stability i" 
will now have sOme swift workers. Even so;' the vote of elements among the production cost of living allowance (COLA) tiB" pl..nt." In plain English: to 
maneuvering to do to make the production workers has not workers to vote for the pact so formula in the new contract, keep the workers in line. 

that they will get thelt paid patterned after the Chryslersure tlJatthe fury of the Ford been' as strongly in favor of the The auto bosses are on the 

Christmas vacations and will agreement, will give Ford
skilled workers does not spark pact as the International had offensive. They made the UAW 


a similar response among the hoped. receive their retroactive pay workers about 11 cents an hour chiselers back down after only 

GM workers, whose contract Now the International, before the holidays. He has no more, based upon government three days of actual striking at 

expires Monday, November19. through its-local hacks, will try Chrysler. They made Woodcock intention of warning them that figures for August~September.

to turn the production workersA 1966 amendment to the these goodies will he gone in no What they try and hide is that meekly submit to Ford without 

UAW Cons,titution gives the against the skilled tradesmen. time while the contract will be the slightest pretense of a fight. 

skilled tradesmen the right to They will start reminding the Now GM workers will face the
around their 'necks fOr three part of this 11 cents will be used 

to finance dental care, 30·and-vote separately on the contract production workers (most of severest test of all.years. out, additional holidays, and
and many are contending that a whom are black) that the The UA W is retreating.Mundy has already demon~ other items supposedly won in 
rejection by the skilled skilled trades are liIy~white General Motors seeks to turnstrated the hysteria with wbich the new agreement. To get this 
tradesmen is enough to reject (although this is the result of UAW is the Unless GMthe bureaucracy "breakthrough," UAW this into a rout. 
the whole deal. Ford, for its collusion between management greetl'ng opposition, in the workers can wrest control overhacks gave away a cost-of-living 
part, insists that aU it needs is a and the UAW bureaucrats . ranks. On Tuesday, November adjustment that was due in the union from the Woodcock 

straight majority vote of its themselves). They will then 13, Local 600 began its second September. And just to show gang and replace them with a 

employees, regardless of skill, organize for a new vote, election among skilled tradcs~ Henry which side they were revolutionary leadership, they 

for ratification. Woodcock will claiming that the earlier ones men in the maintenance and really on-in case he had any will be driven to the wall. A 

gladly, go along with this, were invalid because the construction unit. Shouting doubts-Woodcock and com- strike, totally unprepared for 

especially if'he caD manipUlate turnout was small, and they matches and fistfights broke' pany tied the whole COLA by the UA W leadership could 


still be forced upon Woodcock 
,yhelp_}bel!lla~Ma"yor. 5hc, ~~~boeptwp:::n~u:~y~sh:t~:~~~ formula in with the one in at GM. If Ford wouldn't give anOctober 24th Detroit News Canada in order to use Canada'sf)etFoit~ .. According to a witness, Mundy inch, General Motors will try to
reported that on the evening of fired two shots at William slower increase in the cost·of, grab for a mile. Woodcock will 

of the ghetto r~volt. October 23rd Young "capped a Harrell (a young, white skilled living index to slow down wage try to avoid a fight at all costs, 
Young's labor record is no three month courtship of increases in the U.S.!tradesmen) after arguing with but even a rat will fight if 

better. During his mayoral Detroit's establishment. , . in Harrell violently about the The 25-and~out provision for cornered, But Woodcock can't 
campaign, he suppilljted re the Recess Club, a wood~ contract. When Hanell fled to a foundry workers appears at win, A rat is no match for a 
stricti6ns on the right of public paneled businessmen's sanctu· nearby gas station to call the first glance to be a real step jackal!
employees to strike. He has ary..." The $100-per·ticket police, says tlie same witness, forward for those workers not To halt the auto bosses' 
sponsored school decentrali· cocktail party was organized by Mundy and three others chained to the killing assemb)y attack, auto workers must 
zation legislation 'of the type the real mas~ers of Detroit: the followed. One of the pursuers line. But it doesn't apply to this carry the fight beyond the 
used to break teachers' unions "highest ranking officers" of reportedly shot Harrell as he section of the workforce! need acontract round, They
in other cities. He maintained a General Motors, Ford and stood in the phone booth. • Skilled craftsmen, drivers, and leadership committed to the 
studied silence during the several of the largest adver· ====----,=-=========_ many other classifications are interests of all workers and nottizing agencies were repre- excluded from this arrange~recent Detroit teachers' strike to the Big Three kings. There is 
and, during the outhreak of sented, according to the News. ment. No worker who is stuck 

still time to oust the pro,As one executive put it, "Our on the line is going to last for 25 wildcat strikes by black work~ capitalist lackies that run thepeople sat down privately with yearITn11le first place. When e,s against Chrysler Corpor· UAW. Auto workers' mustthe senator and decided he was the UA W says 25·and·out, itation. c begin the fight now. There can 
did not the wild-eyed radical he'd means it-fiat out on aInstead, Young his be no compromise with thesebeen painted to be." cement slab!talking to the ruling circles in , scoundrels! _

Right.,_ Also given away in the newDetroit, promising that he will 
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The AFL-CIO held its national convention what the future holds if 'Capitalism's agents, 

in October. The question of Nixon and the the reformists and Stalinists, can retain and 
Watergate scandals dominated the proceed- strengthen their grip on the international 
ings. Federation President George Meany's working class. 
opening speech was !I real display of A new leadership is required, a real 
fireworks and thunder. revolutionary socialist leadership. Without it, 

":"<ever before in history has a great nation there is no hope. With it, everything becomes 
been governed so corruptly." Nixon's poli- possible. 
cies, Meany declared, have been aimed at The Revolutionary Socialist League has 
"making a fast,)uck" for the giant one task and one task only: to reach the most 
corporations, the l1afiks, and other "fat cats" advanced workers, to train them, and to weld 
at the expense of the working class. them into the revolutionary leadership so 

Let us keep in mind," he added, "that the urgel}tJy needed. We fight to rebuild the 
Watergate and the cover-up was paid for by World Party of the Socialist Revolution-the 
the great corporations of America-thf;! Fourth International-and its United 'States 
members of the National Association of section. The Fourth International will lead 
Manufacturers and the Chamber' of Com- the world revolution. 
merce, who seem more than willing to pay Every task requires tools, every fight 
out some of their exorbitant profits iri order requires weaporis-.: For our purposes, the 
to place their hirelings in strate·gic posts in a most important tool, the most important 
friendly government." weapon, is a national, revolJltionary news-

Meany demanded that Nixon "take the paper. That newspaper is Tile Torch. 
shackles off wages-the only part of the Through The Torch we will reach the 
economy stringently controlled for more than proletariat's advanced layer and educate it in 
two years." As a result of government- the analyses,' strategies, and tactics of 
corporate attacks, he concluded, the living Marxism. 
standards of U.S. workers "are going To make The TOWeRl serve this purpose, we 
backwards." need to increase the number of its readers. 

Every single word of this is true. Every Most important, we must increase the 
word and more. And the cold fad is that the number who read it weg~,i'!Ir!y and who are 
U.S. ruling class still has far worse planned thereby aI51e to see our views explained, 
for_ the workers in this country and rounded out, and developed over time. At the 
throughout the world. The present political same time, we will carry forward the 
struggle in Washington is being fought concrete, practical task 'of building a 
between a ruling class anxious to get on with revolutionary party, by drawing the ad-
those plans and a President too incompetent vanced workers to the League itself. 
to' carry them out. Lenin explained the connection between 

But Meany's words, while true, are also these two tasks to the Russian Marxists in 

cynical and hypocritical in his mouth. Meany 1901: 

is the bourgeoisie's chief lieutenant within "The role of a newspaper... is not limited 

the labor movement. solely to the dissemination of ideas, to 


It was Meany who invited Nixon to the last political education, and to the enlistment of 

AFL-CIOconvention as an honored guest. It political allies. A newspaper is not only a 

was Meany who gave Nixon his under-the- collective propagandist and a' collective 

table endorsement in the 1972 elections. agitator, it is also a collective organizer. In 


Now that Nixon has been exposed fo~ the this- last respect it may be likened to the 

gangster he always was, Meany is -backing scaffolding round a building under construc
awav from his recent chum. But rather than tion, which marks the contours of the 

prepare the working class for struggle, he is structure and improves communication be

'only groping for new capitalist heroes and tween the builders, enabling them to 
new pro-capitalist economic policies, Meany distribute the work and to- view the common 
is for simple impeachment, which would place results achieved by their organized labor." 
thecrceactlOlfaryGerald Ford in the White--c--Tcr-:achievethese goals, The Torch has 
House. His answer to wage and price controls begun its first large-scale subscription drive. 
is "the free market"-4urning from capitalist Our goal is to win one thousand new 
discipline back to capitalist anarchy. In either • subscribers by February 1. 
case, it is the worker who is plundered. Every militant, every revolutionary who 

In evtil single union today, from the auto reads The Torch has a responsibility to build 

workers~ the farmworkers, the bureaucrats this subscription campaign. Every thoughtful 

are tied .to capitalism's apron strings. In worker will personally see to it that the 

every case, this spells repeated defeats for readersip of The Torch is expanded. 

the working class. The construction of a revolutionary 


So long as this double-dealing, traitorous vanguard is the result of practical work. 

leadership remains in control, the working Building The Torch is the, most pressing 

class will suffer more and more defeats, each practical step of the day. 

one more horrible and devastating than the 

last famine and disease in Africa and Asia, 

military revolt and dictatorship in Uruguay 

and Chile, the threat of nuclear war for the 

Middle East's oil:""':all these are samples of 
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Last year, parents in New York's District 4 in East Harlem; saw D0ar sir:
through this strategy. They led a successful school boycott to I have 
restore budget cuts for their schools, while at the same time your auto-s
rebuffing racist and nationalist attacks on the teachers; who ~()st of it
respected the boycott. 

needs to 1 
Thus in New York, the Fleischman Commission Report on the double-deal 

Quality Cost and Financing of Elementary and Secondary heads all
Education in New York State advocated tying teadwl's' nothin!j for 
salaries-and ther jobs-- to student test scores while at the same Yc 
time boosting the maximum limits on class size. The various H.
community control schemes stewed up in the past few DE
equally designed to break the teachers' unions while 

attention away from capitalism's inability to improve the schools. 


Neither Fuentes nor Shanker supported this boycott. Fuentes 

prefers union-bustlng efforts instead of leading a real fight for 

funds. Behind his nationalist rhetoric, Fuentes is nothin~a 


Dear Comnpolitical hack who has climbed aboard the "community co trol" 
Your lat.cf bandwagon to protect his own job and political prospect~ 

"Chile-N,~vShanker's role is equally criminal. Although he failed 0 win 
East oil eri,budget restorations on his own, he advised teachers to b· eak the 
Chrysler milEast Harlem boycott and respect the miserable contract or which 

simplyhe was responsible. He has failed utterly in protecting his was 
closed pleaSEmembers' living conditions, working conditions, and even their 
ate gift subjobs. Thus it is. only natural that Shllcnker's "militancy'~ should 
people listed focus on demands for more cops in the schools. He has no solution ! 


to the crisis in the schools. He hopes m"l'ely to, police it. I y. 

S~~------~~-------------- ~------------------~~ 
C. 
p, 



·d Ave., Rm. 200 
MI48203 
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90007 

years over control or lh,' local 

Dear Sir: 
I liked the two parts of lhe 

Carter·Shorter interview. The 
man, who intervi~~ed the' two 
militants asked the right 'ques' 
tions. He didn't follow after 
them, politically. I've seen th~ 
two interviewed in another ·left 
paper, a~d that's what 'they 
did-just follow them. The first 
two issues of The To~ch are the 
most revolutionary papers I've 
evpr seen. 

Yours, 
Chicago auto worker 
lname withheld by 
request.J 

Dear Sir, 
I1iked the second issue of the 

"~Totc,h, and thought it was' very 
good \~ terms of writing and 
stories" I especially liked that 
the falling rat~. of profit was 
explained in·, the oil crisis 
article. ' 

There was on~ thing"though, 
that seemed drastically wrong: 
ending the Carter and Shorter 
interview with such a Dad 
political statement was inex
cusable. Even lack of space was 
no excuse. 

On to the revolution, 
M, 

The Torch 

xc. 
Nf;W YOnK- ·This ,;chool 
d('cpntralizaLion program~' has 
Ollce again succeeded in 
teachers and black and bnnvn 
parents at each other's throats. 
In school Disll'ict I, in 
Manhattan, th!' United Feder 
ation of Tead",!'s, by Albert 
Shanker, and the 
eontrol" forces, led 
Sup<'rintendentLu is 
have been feuding 

W. Rm.925 	 school board. Last month, after 
.0003 	 Shanker's supporters (who 

Dear Editor, Dear Editor, control the school board)um ts 
Your article on the oil crisis We were pleased to receive ~spended Fuentes, a six-day 

t.No.12 was good. but it didn't pay the first issue of The Torch, and school boycott by black and 
!715 I much attention to parts of the we felt it was a good first issue. brown parents resulted in 

problem that are important. We had, however, some mea lhrowing the whole issue intoI the C()U~ts.True, there' is an oil crisis, sure of disagreement with, both 
and we working people will the "Liberal Hucksters Stir" District 1 is made to order for 
have to pay for it. But the and "Showdown, in South .A the kind of,racist demagoguery;~202 , I article seems to suggest that merica" articles, Our criticisms cherished by both Shanker and 
this will result infnew methods of hoth are essentially the Fuentes, A bou t 95 per cent of 

/ No.3. of obtaining energy that are same. the studentt in the district's 
more modern and efficient. Their analysis of liberalism elementary lchools are Puerto 

ng Company 'I 
I believe that the oil shortage was simplistic and unconvinc lUcan, black or Chinese. But the 

will result in more profits ing. The appeal of the liberals is district's adult population is 
for oil industry and the use a real one for workers, and about half white, most of whom 
of methods of oil production like must be more seriously dealt are elderly people with no 

are .getting oli from coal and with. Simply to say that the children in the schools . 

meau, Sy Landy. methods that don't produce liberal leaders whom many Fuentes has succeeded in 
any4!Flew technology. ' workers resp~tt are "huck turning the honest desires of 

black· a nd brown parents for aI used to live in Texas, which sters," conscious agents of the The Revolutionary SocialistiLeague was born in struggle-·,j Park Mi 48203. decent school system into a
nstitutional,' produces a whole lot of oil, but capitalist class-we don't go struggle against pseudo-Marxism, struggle for the revolutionary 
d) $6.50; fo-· now the oj] industry i~ suggest along with this approach. program of Lenin and Trotsky. The battle we waged inside the weapon against the UFT. At 

ing strip·mining some of the Can one really say that 	 the end of the 1972-73 school International Socialists was fought out over questions of burning 
es tor $1.00. rr,ost beautiful forest land in Allende's "assigned task" was relevance for 'all socialist militants: how to re-build the year, Fuentes wrote a "Super

T "-,,as, £0 get oil from coaL to "defend the capitalist sys revolutionary International; how to construcL a U,S. vanguard intendent's Message" which 
said, "Our first difficultiesf The Torch or I don't think workers will get tem'''? No: Allende was a man party; how to fight for socialism in the trade unions; the relation 
were, like the rest of the cily,out of high gasoline who based his program on the between Marxism and the movements of blacks, Latinos, women, 
budgetary. Contracts betweensore feet from mistaken belief that since so and the oppressed in general. 

;roit, MI walking. cialism is a "rational." solution The "Documents of Struggle" series contains the key documents the Hoard of Education and 
Yours, for society's problems, the written by today's Revolutionary Socialist League during its unions... consumed a Central 
C.D. capitalist class, could be won successful fight. Each one is a milestone on the road to fe-building Board budgetary increase and 
Detroit over to acquiesce in its insti the Fourth International! Each one is essential reading fol' transformed it ~nto a budget 

m PIi(. 5 cutback. , , . These same con
however self-evidently ridicu· tracts. , . mandate that ex
lous it may seem). No. I. cessing [firing] of teaching and 

tution (a widely held belief, 	 everyone engaged in the struggle against international capitalism: 

t Harlem, saw Dea:- SiT: 	 We can't see him as a criminal On tine Tnmsidonal Program supervisory personnel be done 
)oj boycott ;0 I have read what you write in capitalist agent. What is needed 25 cents 	 by seniority."
he same time your auto·strike pamphlets and is a discussion of why there is (Available in Spanish) 	 Fuentes calls the union's 
ceachers, v:.:to most of it is true. Something no peaceful road to socialism. efforts to protect the jobs 

needs to be done about this Comradely, No, 2, . living standards of its members 
double-dealing by the union J, & J. Trotskyism, Centrism, and the international Socialists "patronage." Shanker, in turn, 
heads all in their favor and Madison,_Wisc. 25 cents plays upon the racist fears 
nothing'for>the dues wepai:-- of the district's white popu- .(Av!lilable in Spanish)Reply: Whatever Allende'~Yours, 	 lation to defend his own 

good intentions, his ultimateH.F, 	 No.3, conservative, bureaucratic grip
loyalities were to the capitalist.Detroit auto worker 	 lP'ewspectives for W\4Irk iJill tine Automobile Indllstry over the UFT. By doing so he 
class, and his "socialism" 25 cents 	 has enrolled enough support to 
included-from the beginning dominate the school board,
explicitdefense of the capitalist'cotto Fuentes No.4, which has totally ignored the 
system, Thus, the tone andreal fight for 	 Manifesto of the Revolutiollll'u'Y Socialist League real needs of the black and 
content of both the Chile and nothi~a & Statement of the Revolutionary Tendency of the 1,8. brown community. 

unity control" Botli the budgetary crisis andDear Comrades the "liberal Hucksters" articles 
25 cents ;/Your latest issue of Torch on are appropriate to the criminal 


failed .to win No.5 reaL They are only one aspect 

-ospeets/ 	 tl\e th,<:'at of union-busting are

"Chile-Never Again/' the Mid treachery of these misleaders, 

East oil crisis, interview with The comrades are quite
5 to break the 	 Notes onW\4Imen's Liberation of the continuing degeneration
Chrysler militant workers, etc., correct in pointing to the needract for which 25 cents of the nation's urban centers 

'rc,ce~cIH'~ his and its impact on publicwas simply wonderful! En for discussion showing the 
closed please find three separ· impossibility of a "peaceful No.6 education. Schools are 
ate gift subscriptions for the 

run
road" to socialism. In large Rei@rmorRevolution down, lacking tbe necessary

people listed. measure, the recent military 25 cents bQoks and facilities to teach 
coup in Chile is history's latestYours for the world 	 job-related skills. Teaehers are
refutation of reformism-see Order from Haymarket Books; 160 N. Halsted Street, ' socialist revolution, 	 burdened by ever-increasing
"Chile-Never Again',' by She]-	 Chicago; Illinois 60606. Ask for a free catalog of all HaymarketC.V. 


Pasadena, Calif. 
 - ley Kramer in Torch~~. 2. pooks. 	 Cont'd pg. 4 
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THE NATURE OF llONISM 

.Why'Isra ' I 

" S r¥'s 


.Imperialism
;£ 51 /,-.?:~ ~C, m~ 

The roots of th.e latest war in the Middle East are deep ones; They lead down into 
the history of t!l"e'Zionist movement itself and the very nature of the state of Lsrael. 

Zionism grew out of the dec;;y~f world capit~lism w~ich s~! in during the late 
nineteenth century. It r.eflectea both the growmg anti-SemItism produced by a 
declining capitalism and a refusal by Zionism's founders to attack capitalism itself. 

In earlier centuries. during its revolutionary era, capitalism fought to snap the 
social chains of feudalism. In the process, capitalism assaulted the artificial barriers 
and restrictions which had traditionally oppressed and isolated Europe's Jewish 
population fOLg1merations. ...... _ 

But as capitalism decayed, its ability to expand the frontiers of prosperity and 
freedom declined as well. Capitalist society began to come apart under the strain. 
The ruling classes of Europe d_ell!>erately needed a scapegoat-a diversionary 
target-for the anger and resentment building up among the masses. They needed 
someone who could be blamed for the people's suffering other than c1J.pitalism itself. 
They needed to prevent mass discontent from feeding into the growing socialist 
movement. 

The Jews were the ideal target. In 
Western Europe, the partial democratic 
rights won by the Jews were openly 
threatened in these years. In capi· 
talism's vassal states of Eastern Europe. 
the Jewish masses had never won the 

\ ' 'most elementary rights and nowsuf
fered under intensified attacks. A wave 
of anti-Semitism swept over the entire 
European continent in the late nine, 
teenth and early twentieth centures. 

. Many among the Jewish masses 
turned to the international socialist 
movement, realizing that only by 
destroying capitalism could they protect 
and extend human dignity and freedom. 
Thousands of Jews joined the trade 
unions and political parties of the 
socialist movement. Outstanding revo· 
lutionary le.aders from Jewish back
grounds. like Rosa Luxemburg and Leon 
Trotsky were dedicated champions of 
proletarian internationalism. Lenin not
ed in 1913 that "the percentage of Jews 
in the democra tic and proletarian 
movements is everywnere higher than 

..__the percellll1lLlLQ_L.::rews amof!K.th,-'L 
population." . 

The Zionist movement arose in direct 
antagonism to this revolutionary move
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ment. Marxism stood for internation
alism. for the world·wide alliance of the 
working class against all capitalists and 
oppressors. The Zionists desired some
thing very different. They planned to 
defend the Jews from persecution by 
turning to nationalism. Zionism is the 
strategy ofbuilding " specifically ~ewish 
country in the Middle East. complete 
with an entire class structure (from 
Jewish workers to Jewish capitalists). 
Zionism seeks relief for the world's Jews 
by building "a state like any other state" 
Zionism and Marxism, therefore, were 
and could be nothi-ng but deadly 
enemies. 

To transform the Zionist program into 
a reality, three things were necessary. 
First. the Jewish youth had to be won 
away from Marxism. That is. they had to 
be diverted away from the class struggle 
against world capitalism. 

A PEOPLE 

Second, the Zionists needed a people 
with which to populate their new state. 
Europe's Jews were persecuted, but 
the,)' were aisodeeply-attached to their 
European communities. Palestine. in 
addition. was mostly desert and was 

alien and unattractive to most European 
Jews. The Zionists did what they could 
to force them to Palestine nevertheless. 
Time and again. the Zionists worked 
hand in hand with the worst enemies of 
the Jews themselves in order to advance 
the Zionist program of mass emigration 
to Palestine. 

In 1903. for an early example. 
Theodore Herzl (founder and leader of 
world Zionism) requested and received 
cooperation from V.I<. Plehve. the 
rabidly anti-Semitic Russian Minister of 
the Interior_ In a letter to Herzl, Plehve 
promised his "moral and material 
assistance with respect to the measures 
taken by the Zionist movement which 
would lead to the diminution of the 
.Jewish population in Russia." 

The Zionist movement was not 
content merely to urge Jewish workers 
to break with their non-Jewish worker
comrades and unite with Jewish capital
ists_ In pursuit of its scheme of mass 
occupation of Palestine. Zionism delibar
ately assumed the role of lap-dog to the 
ruling class's own anti-Semitic cam·· 
paigns. 

In 1938, David Ben·Gurion told the 
Zionists that they had to deal skillfully 
with the Nazis' extermination of Euro· 
pean Jews. At all costs, he warned. we 
must not allow this slaughter to separate 
the :(jionist project in Palestine from the 
question of the Jews' salvation. If the 
Zionists should allow for any easing of 
persecution other than migration to the 
Middle East. the Zionist project would 
fail. As he wrote to the Zionist Executive 
in that year: 
"If Jews have to choose between the 
refugees, saving Jews from concen
tration camps, and assisting a national 
museum in Palestine, mercy will have 
the upper hand and the whole energy of 
the people will be channeled into saving 
Jews from public opinion. If we allow a 
,separation between the refugee problem 
and the Palestine problem, we are 
risking the existence of Zionism," 
Zionism went on to the infamous deals 
with the Nazis through which the 
"Zionist cadre" were preserved while 
millions went to their deaths. Thus in 
1944 Rudolph Kaestner. Zionist Com
mittee secretary in Budapest. coaxed 
800.000 Jews onto the trains to Ausch
witz in return for the lives of 1.000 of the 
wealthiest Hungarian 'Jews. After World 
War II. Zionist's lobbied behind the 
scenes to keep the Western 'hemisphere' 
closed to Jewish immigration to force 
the concentration camps' survivors to 
Palestine. The Jewish masses could be 
and were saerifieed--on the altar of 
Zionism. ' 

1948: British troop" .. ",;§e the Israeli flmg 
to mark the founding of a new nation. 

~ TERRITORY 

The third ingredient of Zionism's 
recipe is territory. Palestine was dictllt 
od from the bq{inninl{ by religious 
lraditions. The complication was that 
Palestine already had a population, an 
Arab population. Tpe singular nature of 
Zionism lies in the fact that the Zionist 
movement did not intend to lise the 
native population as a source of cheap 
exploitable labor, but instead wished to 
utterly disperse and destroy them. 

To build a definitely and permanently 
Jewish state in Palestine required the 
mass expulsion of the region's Arab 
inhabitants. 

This was a project to which the Arab 
masses themselves, of course. would 
never agree. It had to be accomplished 
through deals with the oppressors of the 
Arab masses-namely. with the imper
ialist powers which controlled the 
Middle East -and with the oppressive 
semi·feudal regimes which exploited the 
masses in league with imperialism, As 11 

result, Zionism and its product, Israel, 
have from the start been tied to the most. 
oppressive. reactionary forces in the 
Middle East. 

According to Max Nordau, Herzl's 
deputy. "Our aspirations point to 
Palestine as a compass points to the 
North. Therefore we must .orient our
selves towards those powers under 
whose influence it happens to be." 
Zionism went in turn to Turkey, to 
Germany, to Britain and then to the U.S. 
in its search for an imperialist patron. 
The sales pitch was always the same. 

Theodore Herzl wrote in his pamphlet 
The Jewish State. when Palestine was 
still part of the Ottoman Empire (under 
Turkish rule), "If his Majesty the Sultan 
were to give us Palestine, we could 
undertake the complete mana-gement of 
the finances of Turkey_ We would form 
there a part of the wall of dMense of 
Europe in Asia, an outpost of civilization 
against barbarism. IWe would, as a 
neutral state. reml!ui'in contact with all 
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gurope, which wguld have to guarantee the Jewish Fund that sent Hankin to between Oriental. and European J ews, 
our existence." . . .'Beirut to buy land from absentee between workers and capitalists. ,The 

Ben-Gurion put the same deal much landlords and to throw the peasants off Jewish population is held together only 
more briskly. when addr~ssing the the land. To buy Ilozens of duna:'flis(a by' a fear whiGb..As maintained by. the 
Zionist Congress in 1935 altllOugh ·the _land measurement) from an Arab is Zionist regime through constant propa- . 
fa vored imperialist power ha~:. changed: permitted, but to sell, God forbid, one ganda, 'd· military adventurism. 
"Whoever betrays Great Brit~in betr~ys Jewish dunam to an Arab is prohibited; .The . itself is moving steadily to 

- ZIOhism." to take Rothschild, the incarnation of th_e right. he" pressures of a large 
And an Isra~li newspaper commented capitalism, as a socialist and to name him captive Ar'ab population-a result of 

in 1951, "Israel has-beerrgivena--!i0le not the "benefactor"-to do all that was'not Zi()nist expansion in ~he 1967 war--have 
unlike a watchdog. One need not fear easy." . increased the role of the militarists inI 

that it will exercise an aggressive policy The brutal policies oL Zionism and the government. General Dayan is now a 
towards the Arab states if this will Israel grow inevitably out of their own "respectable" politician; his role as an 
contradict the interests oCthe U.S.A. essenc.e. Israel i'"emains what it has independent military lobbyist is now 
and Britain. But should the West prefer always- been, what it has to be: junior assumed by General Sharon, Israeli 
for one reason or another to close its' partner of world imperialism. The "hero" ofthe latest war. Both Dayan and 
eyes, one can rely on Israel to punish Zionist state is neither economically nor Sharon played major roles in developing 
severely those of the neighboring states militarily self-supporting; imperialism is Israel's policy of mass reprisals against 
whose lack of manners towards the West

-. 

. 

has exceeded ,the proper limits." 
Within the Arab world. Zionism's 

alliance policy is the same. In 1922 it was 
the reactionary Hashemite ruler of 
Trans-Jordan who signed the joint 
political agreement with, Chaim Weiz
mann which endorsed Zionist goals in 
Palestine. Similarly, in 1948 it was wi.tlL 
imperialism's puppet, King Abdullah, 
that Israel signed a secret treaty 
dividing Palestine between them. J or
dan's kin!?; today is Hussein, again one of 
the most brutal and reactionary rulers in 
the region. When\'."'fr Hussein is threat
ened with revolt 'from within, Israel's 
armies mass on the Jordanian border in 
an open threat to Hussein's enemies. 
Hussein, reason the Zionist cliiefs, can at 
least be "reasoned with." 

Since gaining independence, the Zion
ist state has steadily extended this 
policy to everY,:aspect of its foreign 
policy. Israel supported the U.S. in the 
Korean War. It sent its own officers to 
giv'; advice to the U.S. military machine' 
in Viet-:\am. It supported the efforts of 
the French government and the terrorist 
Secret Army Organization to crush the 
Algerian idependence movement. Today 
Israel works with the CIA in Africa, 
acting 'as a funnel for foreign aid and 
m.ilitary training. 

"LEt'T" ZIONISM 

Naturally, this record, this program, is 
not one which is easy to sell to anyone 
but outright reac~ionaries and imper
ialists. So Zionism 'lias consistently tried 
to dress itself up 'as something other 
than whac it is. Its supporters point to its 
kibbutzim fcooperative farms)-which in 
fact olay the tiniest role in the Israeli 
econ;my-as proof that Israel is a 
socialist state. Esp"cially in trying to 
project a Dleasinr; image abroad, Israel 
pusheq,(orward a "le:,t" lace, p.articl;.larly 
·througlrthe varIOus Labor ZlOmst an-d 
"Left Zi0nist" parties and personalities. 

But inevitable implications of 
Zionism :nake the "left sell" very 
difficult. The problem was squarely 
presented by I:lJi.ldd Hacohen, now a 
leader of Isra,el'S'!iIl:apai "Labor" Party, 
as he described his discussions as a 
socialist student in Britain: 

"Even .here, in these intimate sur
roundings, I had to fight my ·fr·iends on 
the issue of Jewish socialism, to defend 
the fact that I would not accept Arabs in 
my trade union, the Hisj,!:.i\.Arut; to 
defend preaching i6 housewives that 
they "0'. buyat Arab stores; \;'0 'defend 
the fact that we s'_ood guard at orchards 
to prevent Arab workers from getting 
jobs there. . to pour kerosene on Arab 
tomatoes: to attack -J ewish housewives 
in the markets and smash the Arab eggs 
they hac bought; to oraise to the skies 

Driven from their land, 
Palestinians still 
subsist in tent camps. 

its very lifeblood. civilians in retaliation for Palestinian 
guerrilla raids. The political expression 

CONTRADICTIONS of this increased militarism was the 
entry of the most ferociously chauvinist 

The· contradictions inherent in such a and expansionist group, the Herut 
state have ~sed three strike waves in Party, into the government of national 
the last eleven years. The internal unity formed at the time of the C1967 
fabric 'of the state is torn by conflict war-the government led by Hacohen's 
within the Jewish population itself, "Labor Party."" Pero ,-

S r 
by Shelley Kramer 

The defeat of 'the Chilean working 
class has shifted the focus of the Latin 
American revolution to Argentina. 
Tragically, there is no leadership in 
Argentina capable of leading the work
ing class to power. 

The Communist Party of Argentina is 
treacherously trying to bind the working 
class to Peron through yet another of its 
"Democratic Fronts'" with the national 
houfReoisic: 

"Without abandoning its well
known positions, the Communist 
Party will take a positive stand 011 

the n{'w government. It. will back 
the government's every legislative 
act or move tending to implement 
progressive measures advocated by 
JLF [Peronist Party J during the 
election campaign. . . 

(Statement of the Central Com· 
mittee of the CP, March 18,- 1973; 
published in N'uestro Palabra) 

As in Chile, the CPcounts on the 
"loyal elements" of the armed forces 
officer corps to defend their "democratic 
front": "The process of disociation [sic] 
[from the oligarchy and imperialists] will 
involve the armed forces, where ele
ments loyal to the patriotic, democratic 
San-Martinian traditions of national 
liberation will see separation from 
elemen ts serving oligarchic and imper
ialist reaction." 

The CP pays homage to Peron's 
supposed commitment to "a genuine 
advanced democracy in our country with 
a social, anti-oligarchic and anti,imperi
alist content." Meanwhile, Peron has 
declared a "frontal war on Marxism." 
Since the assassination of, right-wing 
labor . leader Jqse' Ruccl, Peron has 
order~d a purge oUhe left wing of his 
movement•.. ' 

The main victims of Peron's war have 
thus far been· members of his own 
movement. First he is putting his .own 
ma(~hine in order before ordering it 
against the working class at large. But 
11<' is inllJaj,i('nt. H,' does not want the 
working e1ass to go as far as it did in 
Chile. Already his goon squads have 
opened fire On left-wing union meetings 
in Cordoba,- and the offices of tht> CP and 
PST (pai·t;do Sodalis1;a de Trmbaja
dores) have been repeatedly shot at and 
fire-bombed. 

The groups within Argentina which 
are contending for leadership in the 
working class failed to foresee Peron's 
war plans and have also failed to map out 
a revolutiimary strategy for the work, 
ers' defense. 

The PST, a grpup supported by the 
SWPof the U.S., claims to understand 
Peron's -role, but it opportunistically 
panders to the illusions of Peron's 
left-wing followers. The starkest ex
pression of the, PST's opportunism was 
its disgusting attempt to hide its own 
party banner during the September 
elections. The PST cynically chased after 
it popular Cordoban lahor leader, Agus
tin Tosco, to head up its election slate. 

~. Isra~l's:Zionist c~~~kcter ,6ictites itl! 
internatiohal as W.eJl ;IS its';domestic 
policy. Imr>erialism, chauvinism. )·adsm. 
militari~m- -these 1lJ'e all unav()idabl,' 
products of Zionism, of the construction 
oJ an alien state forced onto the Arab 
masses and maintained against the;l 
will. Not long ago, Menahem j"'gin 'a 
right-wing Israeli politician) was asked 
about "the problem of the Palestinians" 
by a young Israeli member of the HEin 
Hahoresh" kibbutz. Begin's reply 
strikes to the heart of the 
"My friend," said Begin, "take care. 
When you recognize the concept. of 
'Palestine' you demolish yoU!' right to 
live in Ein Hahoresh. If this is Palestine 
and not the land of Israel, thell you are 
conquerors and not tillers of the land. 
You are invaders. If this is Palestine, 
then it belongs to the peopl" who lived 
here before you came. Only is the 
Land of Israel do you h/lve a right to live 
in Ein Hahoresh..." 

No group or party which refoses to 
attack Zionism as such can combat the 
domestic or foreign policies of the Israel.i 
state. There is only one solution to the 
Middle East "question." For the Israeli 
working class, Israel itself is a prison, 
the largest self-constructed and self 
policed concentration camp in the world. 
For the Arab masses, Israel is an 
imperialist intrusion and an imperialist 
oppressor w.hich '-ops up the most 
backward, reactio)iary forces within 
Arab society itself. Only the campaign 
for a Socialist United States of the 
Middt"e East as part of a worldwide 
proletarian revolution points to a way 
out of continuous misery, oppression, 
and slaughter for Jew and Arab alike. 

Tosco, a leader of the Light and Power 
Union, politically combines elements of 
left Peronism, syndicalism, and Stalin
ism. As a union leader, he serves to 
reinforce all the political backwardness 
within the militant Cordoban workers' 
movement. 

Only a few months before the PST 
nominated Tosco, they themselves char
acterized his performance as follows: 
"although not itself " .c1ass-struggle 
leadership... [it] passively goes along 
with the fact that the class stru[{gle 
activists are continuing to gain in 
strength' in the rank-and-file' union 
organizations." (Av,mzada §Gd~.Ii6ta, 

.J lily 111 ilJ. Then, three months later 
wheJi it came time to win votes, PST 
leader Juan Coral asked Toseo to hpad 
its slate. dC'riaring that Tosco "symbol
izes this completely new starw in 

Argentine workers' struggles that 


,opened up in 1969 (Avanzada Socialista,' 
August 22-24). Quite an about face! The 
only problem was that Tosco was even a' 
bigger opportunist than the PST, He 
refused to commit himself to an 
independent left slate, forcing the PST 
to run it.s own candidates. Nonetheless 
the PST's groveling exposes their 
refusal to "say what is" to the working 
class at a time when truth is a matter of 
life or death. 

A new leadership is ni'eded in 
Argentina-one that will turn the guns 
back on Peron and lead the)Vorking class 
in a war against capitalism: Once again, 
as in Chile, the construction of such a 
leadership is the most urgent task facing 
Argentine workers. 



' 
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major working-class explosions in 
France, Italy, Spain, Great Britain, 
P'oland, and Czechoslovakia. 

From the viewpoint of international 
capitalist diplomacy, the world was 
turning into a shambles. The decade-old 
power blocs began to,ciiick wide open, 
from NATO, CENTO,' and SEATO, 
down through the ruptures among_the 
Stalinist state-capitalist states (Eastern 
Europe vs. Russia. Russia vs. China, and 
so on). 

On all fronts, therefore, the new 
pe;.iod demanded new policies and new 
strategies Trom the ruling_class in the 
United States. Most urgently of all, the 
U.S. -bourgeoisie needed a stronger, 
more stream-lined state machine than it 
had ever had_ 

The Eisenhower years had typified 
I.he routine slow-moving, sloppy, rela
'ively decentralized regime of a nation 
-es'_ing confidently on its world-wide 
~upremacy. 

In its new period,_ this was unac
ceptable. .The push, Jor a strong, 
centralized, one'man governmen t, 
:herefore, was a hallmark of John F. 
Kennedy's administration. He was for 
greater economic controls enforced bv 
the government. He fought continuously 

centralize control over all foreign and 
do:nestic policy into his hands alone. 

The problem for the ruling class was 
this: The very same developing crisis 
which demanded the move toward 
strong-man rule. also threw the capitalist 
politicians themselves off balance. The 
disintegration of the Democrats' "New 
Deal coalition" reflected this. 

Faced with its own failure to "deliver", 
the Democratic Party watched help
lessly as its political base-the New Deal' 
coalition of liberal capitalists, the unions, 
and .the Uncle Tom leaders of the black 
organizations-broke down. Each part of 
this coalition pulled in different direc
tinfls_ 

ENTERNIXO)\; 

Tne ruling class' general 
C")TJfusion gave Nixon his vvon 
cce nepubliji/l. nomination in 19G8 

as !'!Rire moderate than 
Goldwater and closer the 

Eepu blicans' Mid-West Hgrass foots" 
than the Rockefellers, Lindsays, and 
Javitses. Humphrey's nomination and 
lackluster campaign put Nixon in the 
WhitE, House in 1968. The McGovern 
fiasco ga \'(. "ixon the biggest landslide 
in history. In both cases, Nixon's 
victories were not self-made but handed 
to him by the disintegration of the 
Democratic Party's support under the 
blows of the capitalist crisis. 

In the summer of 1920, Leon Trotsky 

The Torch 

explained to the Third World Congress 
of the Communist International that in 
times of social crisis, the shadiest 
elements of the bourgeoisie step forward' 
and assume leadership of th~ class: 

"Firms hitherto standing in' the 
shadows have stepped to the forefront. 
Solidity; stability, tendency toward 
'reasonable' compromises, observance of 
cert~in decorum both in exploitation and 
in the titilization of its fruits-all this has 
been washed away... 

"To the foreground have stepped the 
newly rich: war contractors, shoddy 
pro.fiteers, upstarts, international ad
venturers, smugglers, refugees' from 
justice bedecked with diamonds, every 
species of unbridled scum greedy for 
luxury and capable of any bestiality..." 

This is the sector of the U.S. 
bourgeoisie which Richard Nixon sfands 
for. Swollen fat in the .decades after 
World War II, they make their money 
from real estate swindles, padded 
government arms contracts, financial 
manipulations, monopolies, every sort of 
unproductive scheme imd gimmick. 

The rest of the U.S. bourgeoisie holds 
its nose around these types, but their 
representative ~oday sits in the White 
House nevertheless. And be~ause the 
bourgeoisie more than anything else has 
needed someone in the Presidency who 
would help along the drive toward a 
"strong state," the capitalist class at 
large until recently has given Nixon 
wholehearted support. So long as Nixon 
was able to perform' this role, the ruling' 
class was on his team. 

But what, then, is the reason for the 
present ruling-class attack on Nixon? 
How do we explain the bourgeoisie's 
anger and resentment against him today 
and the widespread demands for resig
nation or impeachment? 

Nixon's bourgeois opponents """,,[ to 
appear as the valiant defenders of civil 
liherties and dem.ocratic government. 
They therefore spend most of their time 
publicly attacking Nixon as a threat to 
liberty and democracy. 
~ixon is a deadly enemy of the 

working class, and he has no love for the 
fine points of constitutional 
But this is equally true of b""'ll'g""'s 
"pponents! Despite their public mas
querading, they are just as bellt on 
strengthening the capitalist state as a 
weapon against the proletariat and 
international competitors as is Nixon. 
The ruling class- is furious with Nixon 
because he has failed to execute the 
smooth transition' to strong-man rule 
which capitalism desperately needs. 

NIXON'S FAILURE 

Nixon's failures here have a number of 
causes. 

The Watergate exposures, first of all, 
have revealed ·the particularly gross 
corruption of his administration, its tics 
to the shadiest sections of thc bour
"eoisie and even to the underworld 
itself. N<rPresident who tries to ineroase 
the power of the state and "the law" can 
afford to be so nakedly exposed as a 
crook himself. 

More important, Watergate revealed 
something else. The bourgeoisie knew 
for years about Nixon's use of the 
filthiest measures against blacks', stu
dents, revolutionaries, workers, .and 
Vietnamese peasants. )\;one of that 
caused them 'to.lose sleep., But the 
Watergate hearings demonstrated that 
Nixon has been using similar tactics to 
undermine political' and. personal oppo

nents within the bourgeoisie itseH. And 
Nixon's Attorney General, John .Mit
chell, told the Watergate committee that 
he'd do it all again in order to elect his 
President. The ruling clas.s learned it 
had create&--a:"-monster. 

But most important of all is Nixon', 
record-breaking destruction of his own 
popular support. To build a strong-man 
regime, in current circumstances, a 
President must be admired, must lw 
worshipped. The population at large 
must have implicit faith in him and in his 
every' decision. Otherwise his attempts 
to strengthen himself will meet resis
tance at every turn. 

But Nixon's fall fi'om public grace has 
been astounding. Every new gambit 
slashes his base of support further. Even 
before Nixon fired special Prosecutor 
Archibald Cox, only about thirty-one per 
cent of the popula,tion approved of 
Nixon's performance in office. After 
news of this latest bit reached the public, 
the Gallup poll-takers found that Nixon's 
support had dwindled to only seventeen 
per cent! That is not enough support to 
sustain a weak presidency, let alone a 
strong-man. 

Atlanta Nixon rally during 1972 dedio" headed by a five-yea~-{,~d 
twirler, 

Finally, the bourgeoisie wanis to 
remove Nixon because, unstable as his 
position has become, he cannot present a 
strong front to either the allies or the 
opponents of the U.S. bourgeoisie on a 
world scale. 

NEED PUBLIC "CONFIDENCE" 

Nixon's ruling class enemies want. to 
remove Nixon precisely to restore public 
faith in the capitalist state so that the 
march toward strong-man rule can begin 
again-with a more capable strong-man. 
Unless that public confidence can be won 
back, the capitalist state will remain a 
dangerously weakened tool for the U.S. 
bourgeoisie at home and internationally. 
Th~searc the real reasons for Nixon's 

low standing in the eyes of the 
bourgeoisie. Weare not guessing_ The 
thoughts of the bourgeoisi<' appear in 
print day after day in the n!'wspapers 
thev control. 

'rhe N~w York Times speaks for the 
ruling class's liberal wing. In its 
November 9 editorial, it warned, "The 
American people" must have "a leader
ship worthy of their trust." 

On November 11, the Times further. 
Yes, it admitted, corruption in govern
ment was old news in Washington: 
"cheating, deception and corruption 
have indeed been too readily condoned in 
the conduct of politics, business, and 
personal affairs." What, then, was 
Ni'xon's special crime in the eyes of the 
Times? T.he answer followed immedi 
ately: "What ·President Nixon must. 

ultimately answer for is that he allowed' 
the corrupt. usurpation of pOwer and 
privilege to defile the summit 01 
government and the authority of nation
al institutions" (emphasis added). , 

The motives behind the bourgeoisie's 
drive against Nixon are ele:nH-il wh"{l 
we examine the list of his 
Even the ultra-reactionary 
n,wiew has joined the chorns, announ,· 
ing: "This country is in the midst of 
classic crisis of regime, an,l the baSIC 
issue. . . is the credibility and legi 
Limacy of the head of the f~overnment.." 
"If Mr. Nixon heeomes convinced and 
by a few more months it will be sure, one 
way or another-··thai he .has irretriev
ably losi the support and trust of a solid 
majority of the people, it will then be his 
duty to resign his office l!'s the only act to 
heal the grievous wound." 

The Wall Street Journal Street 
Journal, too, has joined the chorus. In an 
editorial on November 1. the editors 
underlined the considerations wllid) 
drove them to demand that. 
ment proceedings begin: "If the 
to be left with any sense that 
nation that respects thel'ule of 
and "the public must be give" 

that they are governed by--~;;'ious and 
responsible men" (emphasis ad_ded). 

RULING-CLASS HYPOCRISY 

The ruling class wants to dump Nixon, 
we l'epeat, not because he too much 
power into the Presidency because 
he did it badly. The strong state is the 
ideal of the entire bourgeoisie. 

For reasons of public relations, 
I:"ixon's ruling-class enemies parade as 
outraged democrats and civil libertari
ans. Every. one of them, however, is 
prepared'to use the bloodiest, most 
dictatorial means to keep the proletariat 
down_ This, too, is far more than 
guess-work. See what the U.S.'s "demo
~ratic" bourgeoisie thinks about the 
event.s in Chile, where a man demo
c'ralieally elected to the presidency was 
deposed and murdered by the military
who then proceeded to -murder and 
imprison his supporters and damp the 
most brutal military rule upon 
population. 

Jn the last issue of The Torch, we 
'luo(pd the liberal New York TimeD' 
friendly attitude to the military butchers 
in Chile. The pattern is even clearer.for 
example, in the pages of the Wall Street 
Journal. The very next day after it 
demanded that Nixon be impeached, the 
Journal ran another editorial entitled 
"Chile in Perspective_" I<'or those who 
believe Nixon's ruling-class opponents 
are staunch defenders of democracv, 
"Chile in Perspective" should be :;n 
eye-opener. 
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nswer for is that he allowed . 
usurpation of power and "Military. rule is never a pleasant The ruling class does not give a damn campaigns which' urge the House to ing to carryon in the old way." That is, 

o defile 6umm~tof solution;' begins the JOlll'llal. "But give!! 'about civil liberties or, constitutional impeach the President, and the Senate the workers must feel themselvesthl'l 
the total eollapse of the Chilean economy procedures when these things get in its t.o convict him, are the central means for to bear the new ruling-elas"IUId the '''ltInOH'ity of lI1"t,,,,,

IS" (emphasis added). that Salvator Allende had engineered, way. This is clear in the entire enlisting the power of the American Lenin continued: 

unwittingly or bydelngn, some form of bourgeoisie's demand for strong-man peopl~ remove the peril to world "It follows that, for a r"vohd,!on to
les benind the bourgeoisie's 
totalitatianism was in the ,cards." And rule. This is the lesson of Watergat~ peace and our security." Period. take place, it is essential, first, that a 

the list of his opponent'S. later: "«hileans will have some painful itself. Most starkly, this.is what the The Communist Party has swallowed majority of the workers (or 'at least 11 

ultra-reactionary National adjusting to do now that the Allende:\ bourgeoisie proved in Chile and what the the false claim by NiJ>on's opponents that majority of the class-conscious, thinking, 
joined the chorus, announc

• t Nixon ate clearest when 

party is over, but it'fvastly preferable U.S" bourgeoisie proves when it ap J\Uxon himself is the main threat to and politically active workers) "hould 
~untry is in the midst of a that they do it under'the generals than plauds the Chilean butchers. "world peace and our security," and that. fully realize that revolution necessary, 
: of regime, and the basic under the kina"offule Dr."Allende Workers in this country dare not Congress is now fighting to restore and that they should be prepared to die 

the credibility and Jegi envisioned."Anyway, say these valiant count on 'the "democratic principles" of bourgeois democracy. The Stalinists' for it; second, 'that the ruling classes 
, head of the government." ,defenders of democracy, "Given .the the U.S. ruling· clasli. Workers must blatantly opportunist, class-colla bora should be going through a governmental 
n becomes convinced-and ideological divisions in Chile, it's amaz- .., prepare to defend . themselves. For tionism stands squarely on that lie. crisis, which' draws eV,en the most 
e montps it will be sure, one ing there's been' as little bloodshed as workers' defense guards everywhere! Interestingly, the exact same myth is baekward masses into polities.,., 

ler-that he has irretriev there has. . . military excesses have The proletariat and the oppressed will accepted and repeated by the gullible weakens the goverI1ment, and rnakes it 

suppo)'t and trust of a solid been grossly exaggerated." And the have saved themselves only when they arch-sectaria,ns of the Spartaeist League. possible for the revolutionaries to 

,e people, it will then be his editoriallaughlingly concludes, "As long actually conquer state power. With a In fact, they say boldly what even the CP ~apidly overthrow it." 

1 his oifice as the only act to as the generals don't get carried away labor party to a woa-kers' government! is a little embarrassed to claim. The The kind of government crisis Lenin 
themselves, Dr. Allende's should be an This is the program on which a Spartacists' newspaper, Workers' VWl describes is clearly,going on right now invous wound." 
easy act to follow." revolutionary leadership would organize glJlard, ofOctobm' 26 trumpets: the United States. The bourgeoisie isStreet Journal St!"eet 

Nothing could expose more clearly the the working class today. "Finally, there are those who see the caught between its economic ins andJas joined the chorus. In an 
hypocrisy of the ruling-class's complaints In contrast, the labor movement's Watergate affair as a sign of impending need 'fQT strong-man rule (all the oneNovember 1, the editors 
against Nixon's disregard for the Consti- ci)iefs are either completely tied up with fascism or full-scale bonapart.ism. In fact, hand) and a t;hief executive unable tohe considerations which 

. tution. Here is the real face of the Nixon himself (Fitzsimmons' of the it is just the opposite-Congress is carry out the political tasks assigned toto demand that infpeach
capitalist' class. Whenever the working Teamsters),~acillate,between Nixon and restoring the norms of U.S. bourgeois him (on the oth<;!r).iugs begin: "If the public \s 

h any sense that this is a class gets out of control, the ruling class the Democrats (Meany), or put all their democracy, and the power of the More than any other single event in 

spacts the 1'ule of1a-F ..." speaks with one voice: "Kill!",_ faith in the bourgeois liberals (W ood- government has been' greatly reduced" recent memory, this gov~rnment crisis is 
The working class in the United States cock, Bierne, Shanker, Chavez, and so forcing more and' more workers toic must be giv~n a Ieelmg (emphasis added). 

must have no illusions in either Nixon or 'on). Lenin and Trotsky insisted time and recognize the connection between their 
his bourgeois opponents; Every sector of Last month, the AFL-CIO bureau again that opportunism and sectarianism own growing misery and the ruling 
the ruling class has the same fate in cracy made a great show at its were not enemies but twins. The proof class's political maneuvers_ 
store for the proletariat: less food,_more convention of furious opposition to continues to pile up. The objective conditions for revo
inflation, fewer jobs, intensified work- Nixon. "Nixon is corrupt! Nixon is In the race for opportunist honors, the lution,' in short, are there'. What is so 
pace, rotting, decaying cities, and an undemocratic! Nixon is tile toQI of the ex Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party is obviously and tragically lacking is the 
ever-stronger national state machine to corporations!" All very true. And it was not Car behind the CPo The SWP's subjective t'mdition. Workers have no 
crack the whip. all just as true one year ago when the message to the working class, is shouted leadership cApable of transforming-. the 

AFL-CIO gave Nixon its back-handed in the hug-e. page-one headline of its masses' growing anger and resistance 
SOCIALIST ANSWER endorsement! Meany's resolution to November 16 newspaper, The MilitlUlt; into clear, conscious, revolutionary UK)

impeach Nixon came only days after the "Socialist Suit demands halt to Water derstanding. The trade-union leaders. as 
There is only one way in which the AFL,CIO executive council appointed well as the fake "socialist" opportunistsgating!" The SWP, you see, is taking 

working~lass can save itself from this Nixon's own "top labor-management Nixon to the bourgeois courts. There is a and sectarians only help the bourgeoisie 
future. It must snatch control over troubleshooter" to be number three man mass working-class strategy for you! In to keep the workers confused and 
society out of the hands of the entire in the AFL,CIO's pecking order, and fact, it is turning this "socialist suit" into de-mobilized. If these misleaders are not 
ruling class. The w.orkers can avoid the': possible succe~sor to Meany himself! its principal campaign, and it proudly , replaced, the government crisis will be 
future planned for them by Nixon and If the working class of this country is advertises its list of allies: including a resolved on the capitalists' terms and theIf a.:, five-year-old baton his opponents, too, only by taking over to defend itself against the onslaught of couple of Democratic Congressmen, march toward strong-man rule will 
the society themselves. Not a single the ruling class, it needs the only kind of Gloria Steinem, Benjamin Spock, and proceed. At the end of that road lies 

governed by serious and representative of the exploiting class can leadership that, is not bound hand and LBJ's Attorney General Ramsey Clark. Chile. 
en" {emphasis ad.ded). be trusted with control over our lives for foot to one section of the ruling class or The key task of this period is to 

another day, whether he parades himself another. That is, the working class construct the revolut~onary leadershipLENIN ON REVOLUTION 
CLASSH¥PO(;RISY, as "conservative" or "liberal," openly must have a revolutionary leadership. which the proletariat needs and which 

right-wing or "progressive." Only the The present governmental crisis tests Lenin explained the two essential the present situation cries out for. This 
lass wants to dump Nixon, working class can be trusted' with the out. every group or party which puts conditions for revolution over fifty years is the task which we of the Revo
; because he put too much fate of the working class. This is the itself forward to lead the working class. ago. His words are strikingly relevant lutionary Socialist League confidently 
e Presi<dency but because today.lesson which revolutionaries must pound One after another, it exposes their undertake. There is no one else to do the 

r. The '!trongstate is the away at constantly while the Nixon bankruptcy. First, the ruling class must be unable job. 

at!!"e bOllrgeoisie.!& scandal foliuses all eyes on the question The Communist Party, of course, to "live and rule in the old way," to 
IS of public relafiflis, of state p~wer. Dowll with Nixon! Down' takes the cake. How does the CP propose' "carryon in the old way." That is, 

,,,with all the capitalist politicians! to organize the working class to defeat capitalism's crisis must drive the bour MAOISM...;·class enemies parade"as 
ocrats and civil libertari  In place of the two capitalist parties, the ruling"class threat? Very simple. The 'g'eoisie to make new attacks on the 

we must have a· party of the working editorial in the October 26 issue of the, explOited and oppressed masses. Second, Coned. from pg. 11ne of theo, however, is 
class which stands on a revolutionary CPOs Daily World explains: "The petition the masses themselves must be "unwilluse the bloodiest, most There is obviously one thing wrong 
progr,m. For a congress of labor Md the with the RU's new' and exciting strategy_illS to keep the proletariat 
'lIppressed to build Ii labor party!too, is far more than If is the very same program which led 

The ruling class wants to remove the Chilean masses to the slaughteree what the U.S.'s "demo
Nixon as quickly and quietly as possible, house!eoisie thinks about, the 
preferably through 'a, resignati,on: like As the "national bourgeoisie" has"le;wher8 a' man'ttemo
Ag·new's. In that way it can quickly slip proven over and over again, its "own;ed to the ,presidency was 
Gerald Ford (a more controllable capi objective class interests" demand :that it:urdered by the military- . 
talist stooge) into the White House' stand by the ,international imperialists,3ceeded to -murder and 
behind the people's back. landlords, and "big bourgeoisie" (dif.upporters and clamp the 

No! k will have no part of this ferent from the "national bourgeoisie"?) 
maneuv~ Nixon must be brought to

military ::,ule upon the 
whenever the workers mobilize! That is 

trial, not before the Senate (the exactly why Lenin and the Bolshpvik&
bourgeoisie's own private club). but 

issue fJf The Torch, \ve 
had to destroy not only imperialist

before the congress of labor and the 
beral New York Times' 

power, but also the power of Russia's 
)attern is even dearer~for oppressed! There we will document not 
1e to the military butchers 

"national bourgeoisie" in 1917. The 
e pages Df Wall Street oClly Nixon's corruption hut all his bourgeoisie knows what class solidarity 

very day after it 
 murderous attacks on the world's is, especially when (~onfronted by its 

t Nixon he imoeached, the working people and the' complicity in his most dangerous common enemy: the 
lDother edito~ial entitled crimes of the entire ruling class. revolutionary proletariat. 
3pectlve." For those who The bourgeoisie wants to sneak in For all their fuming and cursing at 
's ruling-class opponents Ford? Not a chance! We demand new Moscow and the Chilean Comnll!hist 
:lefenders of democracy. elections! The bourgeoisie refuses? For !Il Party, the Maoists have no strategy 
'spective" should be an [lationwide general strike of labor to other than the one which turned ChileA demonstrator at a St. Louis IUIti·Nixmll rally breaks through police lines. 

force new elections! into a bloodbath. 
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by Eugene V. Lee and Bruce Landau 

As capitalism's international crisis deepens, the key task facing us is-the 
construction of a new leadership ahle to organize the world socialist revolution. 
Today, millions of workers are searching for organizations capable of showing the 
way forward. But they find'do7,ens of groups all claiming to fill bilI. How can a 
revolutionary worker separate the wheat from the chaff? 

The disaster in Chile gives the worker a 'ifay. How did the various groups daiming 
to be revolutionary react to Allende's government from, the~start?_What strategy 
did they advance for the Chilean workers? What conclusions have 'they drawn from 
the coup d'etat? By answering these questions, we get a clearer picture of just how 
these groups measure up-and just iww they will ad when push comes to shove in 
the United States. _ 

The events in Chile place the treachery and betrayal of the USSR and its 
Communist PartieS-In Chile and internationally-in the brightest light (as the, 
article by Eugenia Scott in this issue of The Torch makes clear), The pro-Moscow 
Stalinists were th(, loudest champions of Allende's "alliance" with the "progressive" 
capitalists in Chile and his promised "peaceful road to socialism," 

IHOW THE REVOLUTION SBETRAYED 

I 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SPANISH .25 
Haymarket Bocks, 160 ]l\orth Halsted Street, Chicago, minIJis 60606 

Mao and Bandaranaike. Peking hcarWy endorse her government's bloody 
suppression of rebels. 

The Chilean workers were drag'ged into an "alliaocp" with Chi!,'"'; ,'apitalist class 
by Allende and by his SMPportf'!"s, the Communist and Socialist Parties. In order to 
cement this alliance-an alliance between victims and executioners-the t:ltalinists 
and reformists disarmed the workers and fought against all attempts by workers to 
attack the key pillars of Chilean capitalism_ On S('ptember 11, the "progrpssive" 
Chilean captalists called on their military thugs tOl1flissolve this ailiance in the 
workers' blood. ) 

MAOISM'S CLAIMS 
~'or more than a decade, Mao TscTutlg's China and the vario".' Maoist 

organizations around the world have claimed that they offer a real revolutionary 
alternative to the "revisionism" of the USSR and of the official Communist Parties of 
the world. But the Chilean case bla~ts these phony claims to smithereens and shows 
that at bottom all Stalinists- whether pro Mosc()w or pro-Pekini~--stanrl for the 
same suieidal program. 

Today, the Maoists are str,aining every lIlcnt.i1 muscle to prove tbat they and they 
alone stood for a really revolutionary policy in Chile. They pretend that the sole 
responsibility for the Allende government's betrayal of the Chilean workers and 
peasants rests on the pro-Moseow CP of Chile, Allende's strongest supporters. 

The Maoists have to do this- Otherwise, workers might discover that Peking and 
the Maoists have been pushing the very same line: "Workers! Build an enduring 
alliance with the 'national bourgeoisie''-i.e., with your deadly enemies!" This line has 
been a stock-in-trade of Maoism from its birth, and it has produced exactly the 8ame 
results each and every time it was followed. 

The Maoists' main charge against Khrushchev, Brezhnev, and Kosygin, and the 
pro-Moseow CPs is that their policies "deviate" [rom the ideas of Mao's hero, Josef 
Stalin. The fact is, however, that it was exactly Stalin who was th,' gn'atest 
champion of. tying up revolutionary workers to the leading strings of the "national 
bourgeoisie" in the 1920s, '30s, and '405_ He did this in China in J926 27, France, 
Spain, and the U ,S, in the 19305, It. was u'HiPr Stalin's orders thai n.s. CP chid Earl 
Ilrowder offf'red to "shake the hand" of J,P, Morgan, LiH' ki;1g of U.S, finarH'(' capital, 
ttl order to eernent. an "alliance" with the "progTessivc" capitalists! 

Time and ,,,;ain, the' CPs and Stalin hirnsdf---Staiin, the patro;1 saint of 
MaOls111~,-lul]Pd the workers to sJet'p with 8w",,1 songs al)()ut the good will of ! hr' 
('a,"ltai"l "lass, lint ii the capitalists called in the polie('. the iil'my, and! h( fascist 

IN STALI"I'S FOOTSTEPS 

China and world :'v!aoism foliows in Stalin\ "gloriou<' foiilsteps, '1'('n ye:lr" ::vo-,-in 
.Tune, 196:1 Mao fired one of the early shots of the Moscow-Peking uproar in an' <i11en 
letter to the CP of the USSR. Bven here, whik (knounrinv Moscow's slirrender to 
Weslt;rn imperialism, Mao's own capitulation stood out e'l('arly_ 
, The letter refers to "the nationalist countries whi('~- have r('('('nUy won political 
lI1dependerwe" and notes that they "are still confront"d with the arduou.s lasks of 
eonsoliflat,ing it, liquidating the forces of imperialism and domest it reaction, can:ying 
out agrarian and other SOCIal reforms and developing their national economy and 
culture." 

What should workNs do in such counlri"s? How should they carry out these 
burning tasks? ' 

Mao's open letter to Khrushchev, whik not ing the possible lreaeh(>ry of ('a pil "lists, 
annr,unces: 

"In some countries, the patriotic national bourgeoisie ('ontinue to sLand with the 
masses in the struggle against imperialism and "eoJoniaJism and introduce' r'('rtain 
meaSUf('S of sorial progress, This requin's the proldarian 1'''!'ly to ;' fuJI 
approaisal of the progressive role of the patriotic buul'geoisir- and strengthen unit\' 
with (hem." ' 

The immediate test case for Stalin-Mao's policy was Indonesia. In [%5 Inrionesia 
had a Communist Party of three million memhers, ill<' largest Ci' in As", outside 
China itselL In the Pf'king-Mo,,'ow disput,<, the Indoll('sian CP(FKII was it ,ovai Mao 
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sia. In 1965 Indonesia 
st CP in Asia outside 
(PKI) was a loyal Mao 

sifpJ?Orter. The policy of the PKI, 
dictated by Mao, was identical to tile' 
disastrous line carried out.by tile. Chilean 
CP a decade later. The. PKI was ordered, 
to forge an "alliance'" with Indonesian 
President Sukarno. the representative 
of Indonesia's ··progressive. anti-imperi
ialist bourgeoisie." By kissing Sukarno's 
feet, so Peking and the PKI promised, 
Indonesian workers and peasants would 
complete the tasks of the.anti-imperialist 
stage and then .open up a "peaceful road 
to socialism." 
. PKI chief D_N_ Aidit, Peking's man in 

Indonesia, bragged in 1964 'and 1965; 
"The alliance with the national 

bourgeoisie has also been. reaIjzed. 
We have now collaborated with the 
Indone~Ian bourgeoisie for nearly 
te~ ,years. and the revolutionary 
fOrl~es havecontinually developed 
rather than grown fewer during this 
time, whereas the reactionary 
forces have 'experienced failure 
after failure." 

These brilliant succesl>es, argued 
Aidit, dictated the line for the future as 
well: "ther,efore the Communists must 
strive with all their power to preserve' 
and further develop the alliance with the 
national bourgeoisie_" 

1965 was ,·the year that Indonesia's 
"national bourgeoisie" put on an end to 
these ten years of "collaboration." It 
unleashed its murderous henchmen in 
the army and in private gangs against 
the PKI and against revolutionary 
workers and peasants in general. The 
result was one of the most horrible 
massacres in mooernhistory. At least 
200,000' were slaughtered within days. 

In the years which followed, Peking's 
scramble after international alliances 
with "progressiv)'l' capitalis't" regimes 
was stepped up and became even m,ore 
cynicaL When Pakistan's dictator Ayub 
Khan threw his armies against BangIa 
Desh's struggle for independence, Mao 
sent Ayub his warm regarqs lmd hopes 
for the best of luck. In 1971. the 
capitalist, Bandaranaike government of 
Sri Lanka (Ceylon) launched a blood
purge against pro-Maoist students and 
unemployed youths, killing thousands. 
Mao sent. Bandaranaike a note of 
congratul~tjoIls_ 

There are no words to describe such 
vicious, cynical, counter-revolutionary 
back-stabbing. 

This is the "proud". traditon- of 
staliDisin-Maoism. It helps explai!1 the 
rotten'line spewed out by Maoists in the 
U.s. when they have discussed Chile. 

THE GUARDlAN 

Thel"iGuarruan is the leading Maoist . 
newspaper..in ..this.country. ,For over a 
year it has been r.;sperately groping to 
put together a :daoist party. Since the 
September coup in Chile, The Guarwoo 
haS struggled· to prove that only 
pro-Moscow St<Wnists are responsible 
for the Chilean .rkers' fate_ 

The facts are very, very different. 
Loyal to Stalin and Mao. the GIDlarmlW 
'has from the beginning been a firm 
champion of Allende's UP government, 
the government which disarmed the 
Chilean masses and misled them with 
praises for the "progressive" capitalists 
and the "loyal constitutionalist" armed 
forces. 

The Glltmiilm was well aware of 
Allende's refusal to ailNtgonize the 
Chilean ruling class and gave that policy 
their seal of approval. 

Pqe 11The,Torm 
>/, ~ bafiIes agamst those who have exploitedOn 'November 7. 1970, for example. ' ..building an alliance of workers. poor

the Chilean people." . 
, the Guardian advised Allende to "stay in peasants, and agricultural laborers on a 

When the exploiters of the -Chilean 
,po~e~ by neutralizing-but pot alien revolutionary IIOciidist program.

, people finally decided that Allende was
ating-+the military, political. and eeo Such a program is based on knowing iatoo lenient in putting down wot;ker andnomie:,forces" of the ruling class. By ,the advance that no important reforms, nopeasant revolts, they murdered him and'sam,etoken, the Guardian sterniY'ruled . important steps forward. are possible so handed pow~ the military ,itself.' 
out "preCipitous action which _might long as the . bourgeoisie retatns

Allende's fate was of. his own making,
counter' Chile's history of bourgeois economic and political 'power. one which he shared with thousands of
democratic' institutions-in which the This, as we say, is the viewpoint ofworkers whom he s~t up for the finalpeople ';take pride___" 

coup d'ett,t, Revolutionary Socialist League_ 

In an:,editorial on December 22, 1971. 
 attacked the class-collaborationismWha t conclusions did the Guudi.....the GulirdiaiI made the following bril the Chilean CP, what program does tho;draw after the coup about Allende'sliant "Marxist-Leninist" observation: RU recommend? What practical alter·government-a government so tied to

"At this point, _Chil~'s army. capitalism and so fearful of the workers nathf~10AJ!e CP'~ program does the RU 
wooed by both left and right, is still o{fer'!·jthat it refused to call for an uprising
maintaining its neutrality in uphold None! socialist and aeven to save itself from the army? The , A program
ing constitutional ,order. \\hat direc "Marxist-Leninist" Guardian lied socialist revolution, chants the RU, was 
tion it will take when the chips go through its teeth: "A popular, progres not on the agenda in Chile. What was ,
down in the future' eannot be sive, anti-imperialist, democratic gov required was only a "demo"ratic revo
predicted." . lution_" 


This wide-eyed faith in the military 

ernment has been subverted' and over
thrown"! '''This democratic revolution,.' 

with the very same generids who toppled the popidar front government and seized 
powe~ for themselves. 

grew even worse over time. On March lI~OLLOWING THE LINE says the RU, "would be aimed 
21. 1973-less than six months prior to primarily at the imperialists, 
the September coup-the Gmu'wlW Of all the Maoist newspapers, Revo bourgeoisie. and the landlords. 
cheerfully predicted: IUltim.-published by the Revolutionary would include the nationalization of 

"In the months since October. it Union (RU)-has brought Stalinism- .. II the big business and capital of 
has become increasingly dear that Maoism to its most glaring contra the imperialists and their domestic 
there is little hope for a military dictions_ In its October 1973 issue. • allies, and the distribution among 
coup in the near future_" Revolution devotes one page after the peasants of all the big landlords' 

another detailing the betrayals of the holdings."And now just how did the Guardian 
Chilean CP.Most of all, Revolutionsize up Allende's Popular Unity govern
attacks-and quite correctly-the CP's BACK TO THE BOURGEOISIEinent itself? What did the Guardian say 
demand that workers hold fast to theirabout this government which boot-licked' Assuming that the nationalized .land '\, 
"alliance" with the Chilean capitalists: the bourgeoisie and its army, which took and industry would be controlled by a 

"Everything the workers did. theypower only through a deal' with. the state controlled by the proletariat and 
[the--Chilean CPJ said, had to be donemajor capitalist party (Christian Demo peasantry, this outlines a 80eialist 
within the framework of what wascrats), whichjnciudedbo)Jrgeois parties revolution_ The:RUmay,j{itinsists, call 

. acceptable to thebourgeoisie:::"bourgeoisin its government, which brought the it merely a "democratic revolution," but 
democracy. the constitutional systemmilitary its.elf into the cabinet, which the major question is still how will it he 
that the bourgeoisie itself had created toforbade workers' 'militias and disarmed achieved? The au does not like the UP 
exploit the people and maintain its rule.all the workers it could, which called out coalition and its need to placatc its 
Everything the workers did thatscabs to break .workers' strikes and ser bourgeois members_ What strategy docs 
iously threatened the bourgeoisie'scalled out police to brea.k up workers' the au propose?
order had to be held back." demonstrations? Once again. the Guard "... the democratic revolutioll 

Absolutely right! The Stalinists' insishm stands loyally in the Stalinist-Maoist does not do away with all sections of 
tradition. capitalism within Chile. but pretence that the bourgeoisie be maintained 

On June 14, 1972, the' Guardian as an ally forced the CP and .ltlIende to serves those sections that can con
del!lared that Allende's government 'abandon anything which threatened to tribute to the anti-imperialist strug

antagonize the bourgeoisie-i.e_, any"cannot. create socialism, but it can gle and help to build the new eco
thing which threatened the bourgeoisie'sprepare the masses for the struggle." nomy_ (In other words, it tries to 

On March 28, 1973, the Guardian's win over a part of the national bourwealth and power. 

editorial explained that the UP was That is why Trotskyists, the support geoisie which, in its own objective 
extremely popular with Chile's workers ers of the Revolutionary Socialist. class interests. wants the .imper
and peasants and fully deserved their ialists and the big bourgeoisilf de,League, insisted that the Chilean 

workers abandon these treacheroussupport: "After all," said the G""vw.w feated_)" 
"allies" and strike out on their own,editors. "the UP has waged consistent 
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I PARIY (U.S_A.)

ile'si .ster 
fact, it is identical to the Chilean Party (;1' Allende "road" proved 
which stabbed the Chilean workers i~ only for the ruling class! 
the back. From the start, the CPUSA How could there be a rwaceful road to 
was the biggest fan of the Chilean socialism when the capitalists' hired 
Stalinists' strategy. . killers· trJ(' army, the navy, the air 

On August 28, 1970, the newspaper of force-· l'<'lllairwd armed to the teeth? 
the CPUSA (th(~ Daily \'\brld) printed Simple, replied C. PinU, in the Daily 
the text of a speech by CP Secretary Gus World of August 28, 197a: "The Chilean 
Hall on Allende's election to the Chilean Armed Forces, 'kspitc pressure from 
Presidency. At the very hour when the the right, have maintained a professional 
seeds for Chile's mortal ag-oni were col(' and p<>rfotm th"ir dut;,·.,." In f;[("i, 
being sown, Hall happily declared, "1.1](' incredible as it may seem, the (;l'liSA 
proper ingredients of military, Bon-mili even applauded Allende's d"eision to 
tary, violent, non-violent taetics at the bring the military gangstns into his 
prJlper time is what I think Chile cabinet. On August Hi. 1973, ill<" 
indicates-the proper combinations at World's editorial blandly declared 
the proper time." that "the inclusion of four military 

Taking note of the Chilean CP's commanders in the cabineL, and i Ls 

state'cparticularly its army; which warns "stag-e" program of defeat, Hall made reconstitution as the National S,'('uritv 
by Eugenia Scott 	 them to rely only on their own strength, clear that the CPUSA would carry out Cabinet, testifies to the acuteness of th~ 

to smash the state, to seize all political the same program here: "now briefly, peril, and to Allende's determination to 
power in their own hands, to seize what are some of the specific lessons for quell the fascist threat." 

control of the land, the industry, and the us? That there can be fast and speedy As the Chilean ruling class poised for 
banks. This was the program of Marx, movements, but not skipping of stages." its attack in the /1111 of this year, the 

The need for anew, revolutionary 
Trotskyist leadership for the 	 inter

Engels, Lenin, and Trotsky. It is the '[ At all costs, Hall warns the workers, do Communists in both Chile and the U,S'rnational working class has never been 
not skip over the "stagc" of surrender toprogram of the Revolutionary Socialist continued to demand that workers 

League. the ccapitalist class! disarm. In Chile, the Communists pre
clearer than now, in the wake of the 
military revolt and bloodbathih' Chi'le. 
The existi~g working-class leadership This is not the program of the world's Again, on October 17, 1970, Daily pared the \Vorkers for struggle-with 

Communist Parties, however, and has 'Wodd writer Luis Enrique Delano pdiLions against elvil war! In the \ LS., -the Stalinist Communist Party and the 
applauded Allende's election platformreformist Socialist Party-led the wav to 	 not been since the mid-1920's when Josef t.Iw Haily World of September r; whined, 

disas'Lpr by refusing' to map out a 	 S1"llin took control of the Communist and insisted, "all these transformations ,"The Communist Party, althoul;h recog· 
('an clear the path for moving bloodlessly nizinv, that the situation is serious. states 

ist Parties have preached the program of onto the road of socialism." In fact, the Cont'd. rg. 13
class-struggle program for the Chilean 	 Intprnational. Since then, the Commun
Droletariat. Today it threatens lo repeat 
':, ;re<Lchery all 'over the world. "revolution by stages." The dc,tails of the 


only way to avoid military coup stage theory vary a bit from one country 

open th\, road to socialism is to to another, but its basic outlines are the 


organize the workers. landless laborers. saIne everywhere.
/ In the fiCrst "stage," the Communistsand D00r peasants independently of the first

capit2';St class. They must be organized insist that the workers forget about the 

intu independent mass movements tasks of overthrowing the capitalist class 


·by a national council which ,viII and the bankers as a whole. Instead, the 

the capitalist state with its own Communists demand that the workers 


power. form a solid alliance with whole sections 
 english
The workers must be led on the hasis of the ruling class in order to carry out a 

a program aimed at smashing the 
 list of "democratic tasks"-winning land 


economic power of the landlords and 
 reform, free speech, free press, free 

capitalists. The workers mast be armed election, national independence from 
 edition 
and organized into militias, trained and 	 imperialism, fighting against the "mo· 
drilled. Most importantly of all, the 	 nopolies" alone. 
working class must be led 	 by a . <In order to maintain this alliance, 

revolutionary party w hieh steadily pre naturally, the Communists become the 
 in decodes!
pares, the masses for the struggle bourgeoisie's policeman-seeing to it 

aheadLwhieh repeatedly warns them to that the workers do not demand or do 

havc"po faith in the ruling class or its anything which wi!! frighten off the 

poE~al workers 	 "good,":'pr_ogrgssive,:' "patriotic," "sub


monopoly" capitalists. 

This was the road traveled in Chile. 

The road led to the slaughterhouse. Once 
again, the "good, progressive, anti-im (EON TROTSKY'S 
perialist" capitalists proved their basic 
loyalty is to the rest of the international 
ruling class and not to the "democratic" 
role which the Stalinists' script assigns it 
to them. 

By disarming the workers of Chile, by 
insisting again and again that -they must 
do nothing to prepare for civil war Ru sia? 
against the ruling class and its state, the Leon T~otsky's WHITHER RUSSI",? (1925)
Communists gave the go·ahead signal for (S1.50.. Avai!able only from Haymarket Books.)
the coup d'etat which took place. The 

A diSCUSSIOn of the early economic successes of the world's first workers'treacherous details of this process were 
~ta~e ~nd of the promise and dangers which lay ahead. Order fast-th I

analyzed in the last issue of The Torch 15 hmlted! e supp y 
by Shelley Kramer. 

The Communist Party of the United 
Luis Corvalan, General Secretary of States, like the Communist Party of
CP of Chile. 	 Haymarket Books. 160 North Halsted Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606. 

Chile, poses as a revolutionary party. In 
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ion of foUr -.!\fiiitary drought, the plundered iloonomies of Africa is sucked dry of everything but spent.sUb-Saharan Africa have collapsed into been cut in half through falling reserthe cabinet, and itS misery by imperialism. Loans themselves are only asocial chaos;- disease, and famine. . voirs: Water is available if the wellsthe National Security ~jx nations.....cchad. Mali. Mauritania, _ oould be deepened. But this takes hea'Vy Africa is at the mercy of the capitalist poison in Africa's bloodstream. Africa's 
;0 the acuteness of the' foreign debt mounted from 6.3 

Upper Volta. Niger and Senegal-facelde's detemllnation to dollars in .1965 to 9.2 billion dollars in 
,··t1'ienrost~"Stll1l'gering and human eco- meat." " 1969.. Interest PS¥ments on this

nomic losses ..Between a quarter and aruling class poised for snowballed from 625.4 million dollars in 

fall of this,'year. the 
 third of their 25 million people are in 1968 to 843.9 mi.on dollars in '1971. 

peril. Hundreds' of thousands . have )th Chile and the U.S. Hundreds of thousands Debt service paynrimt will take up fully (' 
~mand .that workers already died' from epidemics caused by have swarmed south one quarter of Africa's export earnings

malnutrition.the Communists .pre from the'map's white by 1976. The African'economy is literally 
)l'he economies of the region haveTS f{)r struggle-with area, which is hard hit mortgaged to,imperialism. 

completely falleq1apart. The area's gros~civil war! In the U.S., by drought_ The imp,erialist powers thus
national producj:1 has been cut in half. "September 5 whined, Africa in bondage. The present crisis of 
Agricultural proouction has fallen 30 Patty, although recog -ca'pitalism has already checked African 
5Q,per cent. One third of the livestocklation is seri{)us. states hopes for development. As the
dlfud, The devastAtion of the countrysideCont'd. pg. 13 deepens, t~ imperialist powers can only 
has ative'n' fin1l.;is and herdsmen into attempt to tighten their stranglehold on 
the Cities. where .they themselves are Africa and increase the misery of' the
!low packed together like cattle. The . world economy. Over 90 per cent of Africans in order to safeguard their own
cities,of Nouak~hattin (in Mauritania) have any. Africa's exports go to 20 industrialized bankbooks: The famine in West Africa is 
and Mopti (in Mali) have doubled and Consider the case of Africa as a whole. countries in. Western Europe, North only the f11'st fruits of capitalism's future
trebled in a matter of a few months. Food productiOn is increasing only America. and Japan. in Africa. 

Polit!.~ns aM newspapers try to slightly over two per cent annually. The world recession of thl' early 1970's . As imperialism's world crisis deepens. 

sh chalk off this plunge back into barbarism Population grows at close ro three per cut Africa's export income by over one in addition, the number of its victims will 
as the~~uncontrhllable whim of nature." cent annually. Africa. where the over billion dollars. At the same' time. the soar. West Africa will suffer. All
That is a Iie_ Tne current lack of rain. w~elming majority. of the population are r,ecession brought with it a sharp decline Africa will follow. Tomorrow it will be 
obviously, is the work of nature. 'but h~Qsmeh abd~arpt,ers, has to import in foreign aid to Africa. Even loans were the turn of Asia and Latin America. Can 
what j1bout the total failure ro protect Southern Europe be very far behind? 
land and. peopl.~~ from the drought's Cont'd from pg. 12 : As a young system, centuriespARTNER' 'IN DISASTER ...effects? Is this",failure. too. "uncol!'> capitalism's genius was its ability
trollable"?' ,'n~ harness nature in a varjety of ways to

Of course not! HUnilmtechnology has that it is pOssible to win the majority of struggle into two stages, the first one for 
ad~ance human civilization. Today capi

risen.to spec:taCUlar heights. Solutions ,the 'country". against the coup d'etat "radical reform" against "monopoly 
talisip stands before civilization as

havetieen dIscoVered to one "natural attempts and against civil war, for the power." the second one the socialist 
executioner; it shows its "genius" by 

disaster" after another. The truth is 'cdefense ofthe constitutional government revolution.cades'! transforming nature into the instrument
simplY$that these solutions have been and'of institutional change." On Septem- . IiI this first stage. the CP stands 

of mass murder.
denied to the sick and starving African ber ~1. 1973-that is, as tanks rolled into for-not a socialist program to destroy 
~~es-not by nature, but by impel'- ~antIago-the Daily World proudly, capitalism and replace it with workers' 

-~~~~~~~"'-~.~-ill'rIi·:StJi~li·tail·rm;r.c;.-:-."":-=,,, """.... -'~---.q~lIi,I~II,~P le1l9~r. QrJ,llndo rule-but "a.-program..of..Jiadical-l'efol'm,.. , Leagu.e.Jight.sJQL.a. program 0 of class: 
aimed at curbing monopoly power and struggle. .The' agony of Africa reflects U; Millas:".:. the ~n~ty of t~e people will 
enlarging people's power." Just what Not so for the Communistconcentrated form the situation of the bat: the wayro CIvil war. 
does that mean? The CP plans ro demand Knowing that "Big Business resists." thee!ltire world during c;Lpitalism's death T~1l Communists al'eeverywhere the 
a "voice by labor" regarding "produCtion CP is already sounding retreat for theconvulsions. Imperialism is the system archltect~ of surrender, the organizers of 
schedules. use t?f automation. the closing workers. Our program. 'they carefullywhich loots t~orld of its labor and <' ~he bl~lest defeats: The~ "s?cceed~" 
of old plants and the' location of new note. "is subject to the resources in ~rder to temporarily.. III ~rrYIllg out the11' tralror s role III 
ones. prices. on-the-job safety. product imposed by the continued existence of 

postpone capitalism's collapse in Europe Chile. . 
quality. exports and imports." capitalism"! Like the Chilean CPo theyand the United States. Imperialism- The Commu.mst Pa~ty of ~he U.S. was 

con~ede defeat-in advance by promisingIn all these fields. the Cf\ admits, "Big that is, international plunder-enforces a full partner III that IIlcredlble betrayal not. to threaten "the continuedthe wretched poverty of Africa. Asia. and '~ow has the blood of ge Chilean Business resists .. alJY voice by . labor. " 
tence" of the bourgeoisie's rUle. It is not How does the CP suggest tIlis resistance and Latin America and turns natural working class splashed across its own much of a surprise. therefore. ro read abe defeated' by the .. workers? ' The disaster like drought into gigantic ba~ner as well.: If the. workers of the few pages later' in theCP'sRevolutionary Socialist League argues 

that any real "curbing" of ruling-class 
human catastrophes. . " Umted S~tes glVe the11' .su~port ro the 

Program'~ about how they want roJeadConsider the case of Upper Volta. Commuplst Party. they will face t~e 
rId's first workers' where half the population faces sheer same awful f~te s,;,ffere~ by .the11' power will requite a full'seale working the~way ro socialism:./~nf. course. 

class attack on the capitalists' .source of advocate social change)\,by 'peaceful 
er fast-the supply starvation_ Last· June 36 000 tons of brothers and, SIsters III Chile. 

strength, their control of industry and means. thl("Ough politiealifimitufid'11'!I and'sorghum an!l millet seed' grain were The "New Progra~ of ~he C.ommunist 
the existence of the capitalist state. The people's organi~tions ~in the Amerneeded to sustain the country's agri- PB;rly ;of t~e U.S.A: . POIlltS III exactly ican Constitutional' framework."culture. They . were never delivered thIS directIon. It 'diVides the 'workers' 

linois 606op. 
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BOOKS 
THE BIG SWINDLE by Lori Larkin. Published by the Revolutionary Socialist 
League: 50 eents.Available from Haymarket Books. 

by Joseph Kala 

The Big Swindle tears away the cover of lies and confusion pasted over 

productivity drive by the defenders of capitalism. This pamphlet reveals 

productivity drive's true nature, as one part of an over-all, unified attack on 

working class's standard of existence. ,_, 


This attack, combining speed-up, unemployment, inflation and cuts in 

services, is rooted in capitalism's decay, its inability to expand the forces 

production. The only alternative is the revolutionary reorganization of production by 

the working class on a world scale. The program presented in The Big Swindle is 

based on this fact; every slogan presented here to defend the workers' position 

points in this direction. As an aid to the understanding and use of this method, The 

Big Swindle is an essential part of the armament of every thoughtful militant. 


Lori Larkin's plffltphlet begins by From a recent filII-page ad in the N.Y. Times.
discussing the two basic ways in which need for revolutionary socialist leader
capitalism can rllise productivity. One ship is decisive for the working class. wOI:kers higher real wages, only an open one based on an understanding of the 
'Nay is to improve machinery, and The Big Swindle examines the role of the atta~l(. But never is there more than a real nature and dynamic of the produc
technical methods-to expand the pro trade union bureaucrats and reveals not pretense; never is there real pr<'kection tivity drive. Our program provides the 
cuctive forces. The other way is_ to merely their complete unwillingness and against the onslaught of inflation. In only road for labor- the road of workers' 
increase the intensity of exploitation inability to lead a struggle in workers' every case the "deal"leaves the workers revolution. Starting from the necessity 
speedcup. The Big S~dle is packed interests but ",Iso their practical alliance in retreat and their unions crippled. for a socialist reorganization of society, 
with economic statistics and statements with-ihe capitalists' anti-labor offensive. The Big Swindle arms the reader with we put forward immediate defensive 
of business ami government officials The trade union bureaucrats, from the the hard facts and arguments he needs. demands tha~!ead in this direction. The 
"which show the inability of U.S." most "progressive" to the most reac to demonstrate this to others and begin demands for ~ for 40, no price increases, 
capitalists to, use the first method, to, tionary, believe in capitalism, base -turning the workers' retreat into a full cost of 11 ving protection, equal (pay , 
improve tools and machinery. _The themselves on capitalism and its con- counter-attack. for equal work, and so on, answer the 
productivity drive-squeezing more tinued existence and so they have no 'fine Big Swindle is an import,lllt and immediate needs of workers "'Hi provide 
work out of fewer workers using antique alternative but to do capitalism's bid valuable weapon in the class struggle. the basic outlines of how the working 
machines-ois the method which ~api· ding. In a detailed, concrete analysis of But it has its weaknesses, too. Most of class would reorganize production
t-aiism uses instead. the productivity "deals" perpetrated by the pamphlet was originally published in dividing up the available work among all 

This situation is not new, not the "Ieaderships" of the United Steel the newspaper of the International the workers, providing a decent stand
temporary, and not limited to the U.S. 'Workers, United Transportation Union, Socialists, the centrist organization ard of living for all. Nationalization of 
Since the turn of the century, on a world International Longshoremen and Ware which expelled its left wing, today's industry under workers' control, inter
scale, capitalism has been unahie to' housemen's Union, the United Mine Revolutionary Socialist League, in July. national union cooperation-the basis for 
sufficiently expan-d the forces of produc Workers and the United Rubber Work The material included in The Big breaking the chains of private ownership 
tion; the horrors inflicted on humanity ers, Larkin exp()ses the common trait: Swil!!ldle was far Lo the left of the IS's and national boundaries placed on the 
since then~two world· wars, the Great increased output and profits at the cost standard pap, and the IS was always forces of production. The crowning 
Depression, fascism-are the direct of workers' jobs, wages, working con uncomfortable with it. Nevertheless, the demand-for a workers' government--is 
results. The present decline in world ditions-and lives. This is the essential pamphlet still bears some of the marks of the demand for working-class rule, the 
economy confronts mankind with the nature of all productivity "deals'"-they iis birth in a centrist outfit. . only way in which the oiher demands can 
th,eat of more of the same. are absolutely one-sided:- Oilen there is For exampll\, while Larkin correctly I be fully and really won and defended. 

In a crisis of these dimensions, the not even the pre12nse of offering 	 ties the signing of productivity "deals" Another weakness in The Swindle 
by the trade union leaders to their is too little discussion of inter-

Ip••llllllllllllllllllIiI••••••IllllIlllllllIillllIIiIIIiIIIiIIIiI.IlllllllIllllIlllllllIiII•••••ilIIIIIIIlllllIIIiiIlIIIIIII•• 	bureaucratic and undemocratic nature, national scope of the productivity drive. 
she. doesn't show the roots of this In particular, the attempt to squeeze 
bureaucratism clearly. Union· leaders' more and more profits out of workers for 
support for capitalism makes their less and less is going on all over the 
support of the productivity drive natural world, not simply in the U.S. The unity 
and necessary. To enforce their sell- among the capitalists is international, 
outs on the ranks, they have to use and the workers' response must be 
bureaucratic, undemocratic methods in international in its essence. The 
running the unions. The fight for union program as it appears in The Big 
democracy and the fight for revolu- Swindle is somewhat weak here. 

order from 
Haymarket Books tionary program are directly linked. The By the same token, it must be 

. sell-outs to the prod~ctivity.drive today emphasized that the productivity drive 
are the result of the failure of hits..different sectors of the U.S. working~60 N.Halsted) St revolutionaries in the 30's and 40's to win class with varying impact. The biggest

TheStoryBehinc! leadership of the CIO. crunch is felt by black~workers,Latino 
Any leadership which fails to base workers, women workers, workersProductivityDrlVeS Chi 0 III. 

06 
itself on the necessity of workers' living in or migrating from the South in 
revolution, which fails to Pllt forward a general. These most oppressed sectors 
program for· this objective, becomes a bear the brunt of unemployment, of cuts 
roadblock to any working-c1a!ls struggle, in social services. For these workers; 
even the most minimal, defensive ones. too, the effect of inflation and speed-up is 
For thi~ reason any faith in the new, the sharpest. 
n!,',re ''Ptogressive'' pro-capitalist bu- Not 'surprisingly, therefore, it is from 
rl'aucrats of the Arnold Miller type is these sectors of the class that the most 
faLaI. Despite their "radical" masks, they advanced, far-sighted workers are e
have no real alternative to the capi- merging, workers who most clearly 

By 

5 
talists' anti-labor program. That's why understand the dimensions of the crisis 
Miller has already shifted to lecturing and who are in the long run the ones 'wooLoriLarkin l~"::'~::::::::";~-:---. the Mineworkers' ranks about the wiIllead the entire class. It is to the best 
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ation:'-and the necessity to increase the revolutiol'lary party, that The Big to do 
production! 	 Swindle is most valuable, providing expect

The Revolutionary Socialist League. them with. a program. for revolutionary 
stands for an IWd~plUli!lt program, leadership. ' 
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ditions in which the majority of the Sitting prosperously astride lar~'Y bu
BOSSES ATrACKus C-ont'd. from pg. 16 working class lives: the steady rise in reaucratized unions wOl'kJplt cJ!?,~ely 

"hard-core" unemployment (reflecting a with the employers "l1<J theemployerJ;' 

The capitalists will work hard to avoid an actual recession. Combined with the much higher real unemployment rate) state, the bUi"eauerat.s haVl' trem~dou" 


ap actual Tecession. Given the laws of appropriate manipulation o"f the money and the e.scalation of inflation, which will re&,)urces at hand. And thl'Y, use ,them. 

capitalism and .th,e" requirements of supply (known as "monetary policy") and furt~attack living st4ndards. . In auto, they Wt,re not touten!. to "set 
continued bourgeois} rule, first and ofthe spigot of deficit financing (known Of course, a full scale recession is also up" militant workers by refusing to 
foremost the costs~f maintaining an as "fiscal policy"), tliis may enable_the ,possible, if. a slip·up in Washington defend them against management pro

:i 

arsenal and the stat~machine generally, Capitalists to take the economy in for a 'occurs or if the W:OIlA'ers decide that they vocation. The burE!aucrats 
these effor~ I!llll oIllymean 'intensified "soft landing" (as the bourgeoiS' eco: . do not wish to be robbed blind assaulted the milit4nts, as at the 
efforts. to squeeze 'blood out of the' nomists put it). , peacef\.!lly. And lurking in the shadows is Avenue occupation, under the guise 
workers. 'In other words, if the working class the, ever·present threat that today's fighting "outside "f{itators." In freight, 

At bottom, therefore, the question of remains misled and demobilized and if slowly developing international crisis the hacks allowl:d management to 
'~ whether or not an actual recession the capitalists can manipulate tile right will be ignited by a new monetary crisis temporarily layoff militant young 

, ,~ occurs in large measure depends on the economic levers, we may be in for a or a trade war, and explode into a workers a few weeks befol'e the contract 
class struggle. It is possible, for period of minimaLgrowth-ciose to, but full-scale depression like the Great· E)xpired as a hint to those who had ideas 
example, that the sacrifices which the not actually at, zero-followed by a new Depression of the 1930's. about fighting [or something real ill the 
workers have already made plus those superficial upswing. Any way you look at it, there will be new contract. 
that.their misleaders have agreed to But the kind 01" "soft landing" which no return to the post·war prosperity In fae(., even where the bureaucrats 
make (the rotten contracts signed this the capitalists pray for demands that the conditions. As the capitalist' economy have their own pO'sition and dues base to 
year) may give the capitalists enough of workers themselves form the runway! heads downhill, whether slowly in a defend, their ties to the l'llling class and 

,:.'V a profit margin, enough maneuvering Although fine for the capitalists, this will zig-zagging fashion, or rapidly, the their firm commitment to bourgeob.•I;:; room, to make the downturn milder than mean worsening the recession-like con· capitalists will use one means or anoth",' Jef{ality and to capitalism generally 

I 
to force the workers to pay. makes them c"l'abl" of only on(' 

role-flunkies fOI" the ruling dass, 
SEU,·OUT UNION CHIEFS Until the working' class throws these' 

hacks out, the capitalists will conlinue to 
Key to the capitalists' success in "prime the pump" of its decaying systemMOVIES beating the workers into submission this with the working class's life blood. 

,I 
 year has been the labor bureaucracy. 


...1 Ol.UCK.·~yM N1 
. by Derek Hirst . 

Constant revolutionizing of productiol], "nwt~rrupted disturbance of all social 

conditions, everlasting uncertainty e.1Illd agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch 

from ail earlier ones." 


The'relevance of this statement from a role for women in 0 l,uciry Man, it is to 

the Communist Manifesto to the field, of demonstrate this last point. Women 

entertainment has been shown latelyiri,ia. can't resist him. As'in the James Bond 

series of'films (Oklahoma Crude, Judge spectacles, women create the hero as 

Roy Bean among many others). None much as the action does. 

succeed as well as 0 Lucky Man in In the course of events, the hero loses 

making the point. his job. A string of fantastic adventures 


But Marx used his analysis to help then brings him to London, the city of his 

forge a state in which the rulers no dreams. "It's the biggest money market 

longer have the.-privilege to ride......an .in the world!" he exclaims feverishly. 

uncontrollable economy to tucked·away Another coincidence, and the hero' 

resort hotels while the working· class becomes the assistant to a super-

majority must struggle desperately just eapitalist, Sir James.. Sil- James, a 
 The moo's lucky guinea pig, ador Malcolm Md)I)weli 

I 
to get by. "Abolish capitalism," Marx walking catalog of capitalist barbarity, is 

conlcuded. "The workers must rule!" planning-in collaboration with the 


The' creators of 0 Lucky Man are stooge rulers of an African nation- to 

themselves too entertained by current spray a deadly chemical over a section of 


. affairs to wish for the slightest change: the nation where nationalistic rebels are 

destroyed Jed gradually to the integra body-everything) is equal. Appearinf{ They walloW'in the "uninterrupted waging war. This is intended to make 
tion of the surrealist style, like the at three points in the film, shedisturbance" manipulated by the ruling the nation safe for Sir James' factories. 
"mind·expanding" styles of the '60's, into apparently has as many ups and downsc:ass. That only adds to the amusement. Much, if not most, of the dealings 


Director Lindsay Anderson has fol· between Sir James and' the nation's 
 bourgeois culture itself. as the hero. The main difference is that 
lowed the middle class movements into president are illegal to one degree or Earlier in the century, the surrealist she doesn't care; she hasn't tried to go 
bemused passivity. In his last film, another, and the hero, unruffled by it all, film style depended on clashing images, anywhere. Her opinion of the hero is that 

which quickly tripped on each other's aIf... ,Anderson sympathized with the becomes the fallguy for one small step in he is "old·fashioned." In decaying 
heels, for its effect. The style developedrevolutionary ,dreams: of .a boarding", the process. "Trustme:'says Sir James capitalist culture, where the tendency is 

school student. As these dreams of the as police lead the hero away. And that under the leadership' of Cocteau and to pull even those who have "made it" 
middle class dissolved in the economic ends that. Sir James builds his factories, others, but especially of Luis Bunuel. down into the working class as capital is 
reality of the 1970s, so did Anderson's the hero is jailed, fresh adventures' Bunuel gave the style smoothness. concentrated in fewer hands,. her judg· 

Juxtaposition occurs between larger ment of the' hero is accurate. sympathies dissolve. The dreams had to abound and fade. 
segments of the film which often flow Accepting this truism, that there isfail because when this movement did The surrealistic style of the film is 
into one another. Anderson, in using a produce a world-view, it was a non· well·suited to the story. Surrealism, in little point in trying to fight to the top of 

proletarian world view based on the the earlier part of this century, was a variation of this style, may well have capitalism, the film concludes that there 
sounded the final death bell of surillusion that capitalism could be more fun consciously revl>lutionau style. Even is no reason to fight at all. Luck shines on 
realism as a revolutionary style in films. those who passively await her. The film than it is. Today, with the middle·class when not directly political, surrealism o Lucky Man uses the surrealist styIe in rejects the only conclusion it could have movements defeated and laid low by sought to revolutionize consciousness by· 


economic pressure, Ariderson '100 'has ,attacking bourgeois logic and romanti· a consciously anti·revolutionary mlIDnell'. logically reached: that there is only one .. 

bowed down into the natural stooped· cism. ., Rather than being an attempt to fight worth fighting-the fight to 

over position of the middle class. , But at the same time, the style was a revolutionize consciousness, it enforces destroy capitalism and replace it with an 


o Lucky Man is about a young English direct outgrowth of capitalism's decay, bourgeois consciousness with directness international workers' state. Because it 
working man who is bent on getting The surrealists, perhaps more than they rarely seen. Th~ roots of surrealism have does not come to this conclusion it can 
a':!ead. He begins as a wholesale coffee knew, depicted the anarchistic clash and find no conclusion except "flow with thecome to the forefront in sharp focus. 

The film's fundamental point of view is tide."salesman. His tools of trade are six agitation of eyery sector of society. 
most perfectly captured by the daughtererkel'S, the future members of weeks' training, ambition, a willingnes~Their attempt _to destroy bourgeois o Lueky Mruds a passive celebration 

!tiol'lary party,that The Big to do anything his customers might culture before the social basis for that of. super·capitalist Sir, James. She oJ, capitalism. As such, it celebrates 
believes that everything (not every·s most valuable, providing "expect of him, and sex appeal. If there is culture, capitalism itself, had been deeay. 

a program ior.,revolutionary 
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BessesPress the Attack 
THE UNIONS'RETREAT .' . 


, by Ron Taber ' . _/~ AND WHAT LIES AHEAD 

• The lead article in the October 16 Will 

Street Journal starts out as follow!;: been skillful enough to avoid thllm Everything else about the society down. In addition, new car sales declined 


"Economists, armed with slide (except where the workers involved, like confirms this viewpoint: the deterior 12 per cent below Octoher of last year, 
rules and computers, debate wheth the Farah strikers and the Farmworkers ation of the cities and the environment, while new orders for factory goods Decem}
'er a recession impends. Some indica have been completely isolated by the the food crisis and shortages in other dropped a steep 1.6 per cent in 
ors of business activity say yes. Jabor bureaucrats). No. this year the' major sectors. and so on. All of these are September. 

Some say no. The outlook remains workers have been defeated in compar just different means which the capi . And despite the drop in unemploy

unclear; But don't tell the average ative peace and quiet at the bargaining talists use to shift the costs of the crisis ment reported . in October, there are 

working man. For him, the reces table. onto the backs of the working class. clear signs of a general increase in 

sion began a year ago." f. TheUAW's Chrysler and Ford settle unemployment over the coming months. 


This bourgeois organ. which is paid to .ments, which are now provoking a rash DECLINE AHEAD Lastly, virtually all the bourgeois 

keep the capitalists well-informed, is of wildcats. won only a miserable 3 per economists are talking about the coming 

-telling the truth. The above article goes -c-ent wage increase. The Master Freight Every day is now bringing home signs economic downturn, while a significant 


that the present upturn is beginning to minority is sounding the warning bell for 
flatten out and that the economy is a full-blown recession. BUYING POWER (R AL WAGES) 
entering a period of stagnation. Accord These are fairly sure signs that a 


OF AVERAGE WEEKLY PAYCHECK IN THE U.S. ing,to the New York Times of October nose-dive for the capitalist roller coaster 

31, there is already some slowdown in is just around the bend. .
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'on to discuss the shrinkage of approxi contract negotiated by the Teamsters 
mately 3.2 per cent in workers' buying earlier in the year garnered a mighty 7 
power since October of 1972. (See the per cent per year. These are just two of The energy 
graph which summarizes these figures.) the better known examples. the capitalist: 
Even these statistics do not give a A look at the summaries of all major bringing with 
complete picture. In the first place. the contract settlements this year confirms 	 thousands of 1 

.... adjustment of wage figures, even this pattern. Contracts signed in the first worse is com 
adjusted to take into account the rise of half of this year (which covers a major Jiving and_ wo 
living costs, do not register the fact that portion of the 1973-74 contract round) under way. 
workers buy more of some items than of have brought home first-year wage George Sci 
others. 	 increases of only 5.8 per cent. Even Treasury Secl 

For example, workers spend a large combined with other benefits, many of that under the 
portion of their wages on food, whose - which most workers will never see, over a million 
price has increased at more than twice first-year increases amount to a bare 7.4 will be throw 
the monthly rate as have prices in per cent. Not much to sing about! jobs next yea
general (food items now rise 1.4 per cent Meanwhile, on the other side of the days earlier, S 
per month; all items rise 0.6 per cent per barricades, profits are up 32 per cent 	 Subcribe Todayl other "profes
month). 	 . this quarter compared with the same mists" were 
. Further. the adjusted figures only .quarter last year. The stark'·contrast ~- ~--~ ~~--~ -- glowing .ermwould :ik" to subscribe to THE TUHCIL 	 Itake into account general price increases between this figure and the decline in I 	 inflation whil. 
and Social Security and Federal income real wages is very significant. In most 	 I CHECK pNE. I employment at 
tax payments, but ignore heavy state capitalist upturns. profits and real wages B ) Ii issues for fiO cents. 	 per cent level 

.. and local Taxes which have also gone up. often .rise together, although even then 	 •~ a ! 1:' i.,""" )or $1.UIJ. 	 project 6 perprofits still significantly outstrip wages. I ) 21i i,.""'s for S:U)(J. 	 B ployment and 
YEAR OF DEFEATS The downward motion of real wages I )-Sui'pnrting subscription: $5.00. ,\:)1 )l\ESS - --.... ---- --- i confessed at aduring the latter part of this upturn is 

press conferen.
fn short, the past year has been a year the major r'dason for .the upturn's II Send to: 	 I even guess how

of serious defeats for the V.S. working. apparent strength. Far from being a sign • Hevolutionary Socialist League CITY I will go. 

class. These setbacks-have not been 
 of a healthy economy, this only points to III 1375:; Woodward An'nul' 	 I In fact. ththe dise!l~ed nature of V.S. capitalism,primarily expressed in busted heads and 	 • Highland Park. MI ·18~IJ:l STATE Zlf' COI>E ___ ~ economists dOl
broken strikes (although there have the gradual development of the capitalist 	 • . I

I Make all checks payahle to THE TO/tCH. • bad unemployn
been plenty ofthese). The capitalists and crisis behind the facade of a "boom" 

either. The 6 p.their agents in the labor movement have induced bi wage colltrolsand. credit. ----~~----~---~-~----------- ___ I that's been ,toSs 
an attempt 1;0 IT 


